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The problem of this thesis is to make a com-
parison of the ideal of private property held by St.
Augustine with that held by St. Francis of Assisi.
The purpose of the thesis is to discover the teachings
of these men concerning property, and the manner in
which each applied the ideal to his own life and action.
The Wew Testament theory concerning property
and the Church' s theory of property from the apos-
tolic period to the time of Augustine is presented in
the first chapter. The treatment here given to the
We w Testament does not intend to be exhaustive. The
real purpose for including it is to present a brief
statement to serve as a background for the discussion
of the problem.
The second and fourth chapters discuss, respect-
ively, the condition of the church in the ages of
Augustine, and of Francis, and, the way in which each
used property in his personal life. There is no
attempt at comparison in these two chapters.
The theory of the ideal of ^ugustine and of
Trancis is discussed in the third and fifth chapters,
respectively. flach chapter reports what each man
taught should be the attitude of his followers, and

the method by which each realized the ideal he pre-
iii
seated. Both deal exclusively wi th the work of one
man without an attempt at comparison.
ideal of Augustine and of Francis by establishing
points of likeness and difference.
sources, English translations of the source material
were used. For the works of augustine, the series
edited by Bods and Schaff were used. For discussion
concerning Augustine's theory of property, Carlyle
and Uhlhorn furnished much valuable information. For
the works of Francis, Hobinson was used. The English
translations of the early lives and legends by Slater,
Howell, Steele, and Okey were used. In arriving at
Francis' theory of property, Felder and Bicholson
proved invaluable.
and of Francis, the method followed was first to
state a proposition and then to verify it by quotation
from a translated source. The form used was first to
present Augustine's theory, secondly Francis' theory,
and lastly to compare the ideals.
The sixth chapter presents a comparison of the
Since the author was unable to read the Latin
In the presentation of the ideal of august iue
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GHaPTER I
INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND NOR THE PROBLEM
A. New Testament Theory of Property.
It is obvious that both St. Francis and St.
Augustine drew upon the theories of property as devel-
oped in the New Testament for the bases of their
theories. Thus, for an understanding of the rationale
of their ideals, a background of the basic tenets
concerning property in the New Testament is necessary.
1.
The Teachings of Jesus.
What were the teachings of Jesus on tne subject
of property?
In a word, Christ raises the whole question of
material wealth to a spiritual plane. Its
possession is right or wrong according to its
influence upon character and service.
On the one hand, his ideal is marked by an absence of
stress on material wealth, "The foxes have holes, and
the birds of the air have nests; but the Son of man
o
hath not where to lay his head," and, "Take nothing
3
with you" show that he reduced the whole question to
1. Keeble, STB, 154.
2. Matthew VIII, 20.
3. Mark VI, 8.
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a position of unimportance. He contrasts, in another
instance, the passing treasure of earth to the lasting
treasure of heaven when He says, "Por what shall it
profit a man if he shall gain the whole world and lose
4
his soul?" I'hat, indeed, is His spiritual emphasis.
Property must he a means to an end and the end is
seeking the kingdom of uod.
On the other hand, His teacnings show no trace
of the belief that temporal possessions are evil in
themselves, but rather, He assumes the right of an
individual to hold and administer wealth. The
5
familiar story of the Talents in which the money of
the man, who had not increased his share, was given
to the one, who had best used his share because as
Jesus states, "unto everyone which hath shall be given;
and from him that hath not, even that he hath shall be
taken away from him" illustrates this point. Still,
Jesus desired to help men avoid the perils that lurk
in the possession of wealth. This is proven when he
charges that, "Ho man can serve two masters
6
Ye cannot serve God and mammon. " He thorougnly
condemns the result of serving mammon which is covet-
ousness, "beware of covetousness: for a man's life
4. mark VUI. 36 Of. katt. VI 19ff
. ,
nuke XI I. 21, 33;
and Mark X. 29-30.
5. muke XIX. 12-27 Cf., katt. XXV. 14; nuke XVI. 1.
6. Matt. VI. 24 Of., buke VI. 24; Mark IV. 19.
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consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he
7
possesseth." another method of His, which was to aid
men to avoid the peril of possession, waa the doctrine
of the atewardahip of wealth. he pointed out the
obligations rather than the righta of posaeaaion, "He
that is faithful in that which is least, is faithful
Q 9
also in much," and, "Give to him that asketh of thee.."
Likewise, in His charge to the rich young ruler, while
it may be interpreted as indicating the man's obli-
gations, He shows decisively that He is not as
interested in the act itself as in the effect it would
have upon the character of the worldly-minded man.
10
"Go sell all that thou hast..." was a plea that aimed
at divorcing the young ruler's mind from the love of
riches. C. F. Kent says that the basic economic
principal laid down by Jesus is individual responsi-
bility for adminis trat ion of whatever possessions are
held as a faithful steward for the group interests
11 !
as well as for the individual's own spiritual benefit.
2. i'he Acts of the Apostles,
faking that definition as the criterion and
essence of Jesus teachings, the theory of property
7. Luke XII. 15 Gf. Matt. VI. 19; Mark XII. 40; Luke XI. 39.
8. Luke XVI. 10.
9. Matt. V. 42 Cf . Luke XII. 16ff
. ,
and, Matt. XXV. 14ff.
10. Matt. XIX. 13-30 Gf. Luke XVIII. 24-26; Mark X. 23-27.
11. Kent, 3TPJ, 283-289.
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developed in the Acta of the Apostles was in perfect
accord with Jesus' teachings. "And all that believed
were together, and had all things common. And sold
their possessions and goods, and parted them to all
12
men, as every man had need." i’he life in the early
Jerusalem Church was communal but these believers had
not established a community of goods by formal arrange-
ment, either of their past leader, Jesus, or, by his
Apostles, but in the fullness of Christian love the
rich sold their possessions and goods, so that those
in need of aid could be given it. i'h e story of Ananias
13
and Sapphira, who sold their possessions, designed
to keep back part of it, and died facing Peter's
tirade, appears at first to negate the contention that
giving 'all' was not prescribed as a condition of
membership. Nevertheless, that renunciation of pos-
sessions was optional is reflected in Peter's words of
rebuke, "while it remained, was it not thine own?
14
And after it was sold, was it not in thine own power?"
Hence the community at Jerusalem, by placing the
common greed of men below the regard for man's spirit-
ual welfare, existed as a virtual example of Jesus'
te achings.
12. Acts II. 44-45 Cf. Acts IV. 34-37.
13. Acts V. 1-10.
14. Acts V. 4a.
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B. The Church '
3
Theory of Property to Augustine
It remains now to see how closely the Church
adhered to these principles as it spread Jesus' teach-
ing throughout the Roman Hmpire and far into the Hast,-
India and Persia. first, as the apostles went out
with the words of Jesus still ringing in their ears,
15
"take nothing with you.." there was a te nde ncy to
16
believe that there should be no private property.
A study of the teachings of Paul on the theory of
property indicates the general trend taken by all the
followers of Jesus. In his personal life, Paul fol-
lowed closely in the footsteps of Him who had not
where to lay his head. He says,
Hot that I speak in respect of want: for I
have learned, in whatsoever state I am, therewith
to be content. I know both how to be abased,
and I know how to abound: everywhere and in all
things I am instructed both to be full and to be
hungry, both to abound and to suffer need. I
can do all things through Christ which strengthen-
ed me. 1?
However, historical conditions compel us to recognize
that the conception of renunciation of property was
not carried out in the later Christian communities
established by Paul or the other apostles. While
15. Mark VI. 8.
16. Carlyle, PDR, 157.
17. Phil. IV. 11-13.
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collections were made for the poor, both in the local
society and abroad, while craving for wealth and pride
and confidence in it were reproved, and while the use
of wealth to injure or tempt any man was condemned,
there grew up in the societies a theory that it was
lawful for the Christian man to hold property. rfhe
more perfect way, however, was to give all one had to
18
the common fund.
However, this theory was soon to lose its signi-
ficance for "many converging influences tended to
check the spread of the social leaven which Jesus
19
injected into ancient society.” The compromises
with the mystery cults and the pagan culture of
Christ ianity * s converts brought in many Jewish, Creek,
Egyptian, and Homan influences, that took the place of
the social message. The Creek and Latin fathers
brought theories of loyalty to a definite creed that
supplanted Jesus' charge of service to one's neighbors.
The Church was forced to look to its formal preserva-
tion as a means of combating these pagan influences
so the social and democratic ideals of the Hew Testa-
20
me nt were either ignored or explained away.
It was not until Constantine was nominally
18. Keeble
,
STB, 189-206.
19. Kent, STPJ, 327.
20. Ibid., 327-335.
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21
converted to Christianity in 313, that the Church
gained the chance and the position to make Christian
ideals dominant in all phases of life. The fusing
of Church and State, however, had the effect of making
of organized Christianity the "pillar of despotism
and the foe of liberty." Christian life separated
into two diametrically opposed spheres; the life of
religion and duty, and, the civic and economic life.
The latter continued as a sphere outside the redemptive
control of Christian motives and methods, because the
mew Testament ideal of divine stewardship had been
22
allowed to disintegrate.
21. Schaff, nCC, 11:73.
22. i'roelsch, x'CC, 1. 15 5-58
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CHAPTER II
AUGUSTINE'S PERSONAL IDEAL OP PROPERTY
A. Church and Social Conditions in the Time of
Augustine
.
Hy the fourth century, the church had changed
from the struggling organization, which slowly ad-
justed itself to new conditions, to one of world-wide
influence with political pretentions and ecclesiasti-
cal troubles of its own. The union with the state,
which was the cause of the transformation, was both
helpful and harmful to the church's social position.
Most of the harmful effects of this union were directly
'
responsible for a tempering of the New Testament
theories on property and wealth, so it is with them
we will deal. It was harmful because with it came
many rights and obligations that the church had not
enjoyed before and, therefore, it failed to grasp its
task of extending its influence to all phases of human
I
1
relations. The rights and obligations that presented
themselves ware numerous; the church began to model
1. Carlyle, HliPTW, I; 83-117, Cf.
Sheldon, EC, 383-400; Schaff, HOC, III; 4-9
.•- i v -V
.
.
.
.
.
.
itself according to the imperial structure of the
empirs with disastrous results to the social emphasis;
the wholesale absorption of unconverted pagans and the
reception into the church of nominal Christians
weakened the full import of Cospel emphasis on social
progress by infusing pagan ideals with Christian; the
steady growth of monasticism, as a higher form of the
Christian life, turned the more devoted men's attention
from the normal social order to personal salvation;
the separation of the clergy from the laity, as a
distinct and more perfect body of believers, tended to
lessen the interest of the priests in the general body
of Christian believers; and, the fact that the church
was absorbed in conditioning and maintaining its main
tenets of belief necessarily compromised its position
in, what seemed to it the less important, phases of
£
its teachings, namely, the social. It was into a
church in this state that Augustine was converted in
3
September 386 and baptised Easter 38?.
B. Life at i'hagaste.
Augustine was "one of the host of Christians
who stood nobly above the plane of avarice and
E. Schaff, HOC, III: 1-9
3. Ibid., 99 E.
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ostentation." After his entrance into the church,
ha returned to his native town of Thagaste in Worth
Africa where he sold his paternal estate and gave the
proceeds to the poor. Farrar says, that he reserved
nothing for himself that he might serve God with un-
5
impeded soul. The consensus, however, is that
Augustine reserved a certain portion with which to
endow the semi-monastic community which he set up on
6
his own lands, through the offices of the church.
It was common practice for devoted Christians of this
period to sell ’all they had' through the offices of
the church, and to give to the poor, reserving only
the right of permanent support. It was an easy way
of avoiding the taxes of the imperial government and
at the same time of being relieved of a troublesome
7
estate. It is obvious that Augustine had no such
thought in his mind when he sold his estate. The
uppermost thought in his mind was complete separation
8
from his former life.
The community which he set up, says Beaver, was
the first African monastery. He argues this by showing
that from the first community at Thagaste there grew
4. Sheldon, JSC, 387.
5. Farrar, LF
,
II: 474.
6. Fisher, HCC, 127. Cf. Beaver, Monasticism in the
Church of Af ri ca-C hurch History
,
Vol. VI. Bee. 19 37,
Wo. 4, and Cambridge ms dTevaT"History -Vol. I. P.532.
7. F. W. Farrar, bF, IT: 4 76.
8. setters, CHVI
,
and CBVII, 39., (trans. Uhlho rn , CCaC
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communities of like kind all over Africa. By 394 there
were monasteries in Thagaste , Hippo, and Carthage with
kindred nunneries in the same cities, which he explains
by pointing out that from the monastery at Hippo, which
was begun by Augustine, came ten African bishops, who,
having lived under the rule, so agreed with its effect-
iveness that they instituted similar communities in
9
their individual dioceses. Whether Augustine pur-
posefully initiated a system that was to grow into a
monastic order, or not, it is difficult to say. Most
historians pass over this first community by saying
that Augustine and his friends spent the three years
at i'hagaste in quiet seclusion, not deigning to mention
10
the semi-monastic status of the community. The fact
remains, however, that coenobite communities were not
common in Africa at this time and that by this example
they became quite numerous. That they were different
from the regular monastic orders, is reflected in
Augustine's mistrust of the mercenary spirit of the
11
regulars. The existing material does not furnish
much more than the fact that for turee years Augustine
and his friends lived in this community at i'hagaste
12
"withdrawn from the cares of the world." Then, in
9.
Beaver, 0£. cit.
10. Wisher, HCG,~l27; Schaff, HGG, 111:993-994.
Duchesne, EGG, 177; Walker HGG, 115.
11. Letter CCLXII:5. UP HP, 236.
12. Letter XJCsl. SG
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391, Augustine was forcibly consecrated a priest in
Hippo
.
G. Life at Hippo and the Rules for the Glergy.
At Hippo, in 391, Augustine founded a community
on lands provided by Bishop Valerius, who knew of
13
Augustine's desire for separation from the world,
Here Augustine made the rule that "things should be
14
held in common." Ho one was admitted "to the society
of brethren" before he rid himself of all temporal
encumbrances, threw off his life of ease, and gave away
14
his property, whether it was little or much. There
was no distinction among these "brethren" in favor of
previous rank or wealth but they aimed at a reproduction
15
of the primitive community at Jerusalem. They were
to call nothing their own but were to share with their
brothers, all that was possessed in common, in order
that they might never be reminded of their former
16
positions. To keep these 'brethren' from becoming
1?
the general nuisance that the regular monks had become,
he insisted on manual labor for all members of the
society, and, also, as a restriction on their greed,
18
13. Sermon CCCLV:1.2. ( traas. in Uhlhorn, CCAC.).
1 4 . Ibid.
15. Parrar
,
Li’, II: 480.
16. Sermon, GCCLV:£, (trans. in Uhlhorn, CCAC.) Cf.
Letter LXXXIII.5. UP HP, 361.
17. ^narration of Psalm XLIX: 10,11. HP HP, 172.
18 . T3e_ oper e konacKo rum
. HPHP, 50 7.
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The nunnery which he established at Hippo, under the
rule of his sister, existed under the same cardinal
19
rule of having all things in common.
^ugustine was consecrated coad jutor-Hi shop of
Hippo in 395, which vastly increased hi3 duties. ,0.3 a
bishop, he could no longer be the ascetic of former
years for he owed a large part of his time to the
manifold duties of the office. nevertheless, he con-
tinued to live in a clergy-house with his presbyters
and deacons under the same rule. He made no changes
in his simple habits. One of the guiding principles
of his life was, "Thou biddast me to be continent;
20
give me what thou biddest, and bid what thou wilt,"
to this he remained true throughout his life. Jj'arrar
says, Augustine watched carefully that he did not eat
to excess and that he would not grow too fond of
special foods. He drank wine but made sure not to take
too much. The ordinary fare of his table consisted of
vegetables, meat was furnished for guest or for sick
brothers. The furniture was simple and plain. It was
either of wood or marble, except the spoons, which were
made of silver. In his dress, ^ugustine avoided both
show and poverty, usually wearing the black dress of the
19. jBp. CQaI: 4. , SC, 378.
20. Qonf e ss ions
, X: 29.
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Eastern monks with a cowl and. leather girdle. if anyone
made him a gift of a garment, it was to he regarded as
common property, or, if it was extra fine , it was sold
and the proceeds given to the poor. Augustine never
wore jewels or rings on his fingers for he believed
them to signify ostentation unworthy of a humble bishop.!
He regretted his inability to go without shoes.
Because of his duties as bishop, he was unable to find
time for manual labor, which he had definitely pres-
21
cribed for his clergy.
The rules for his clergy are found in his letters
and sermons, especially in those in which Augustine is
excusing or chastising them for some action. He says
that no one can be admitted to the society without
first ridding himself of his property; that each must
be satisfied in being the member of a communistic body;
and, that if anyone of them did reserve property, it
was done secretly and against orders, so he would not
be allowed to assign it to anyone in his will, and would
22
be immediately struck off the list of clergy.
21. Farrar, LF, II: 489-92
22. Bp. 211:5.
,
SC, 383.
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CHAPTER III
AUGUSTINE'S THEORETICAL IDEAL OP PROPERTY
The theory of property developed in the writings
of St. Augustine represents not only the influence of
the Hew Testament and the sense of Christian brother-
hood, but also, a superimposing of these principles on
a background of the philosophical concepts of the day.
That Augustine was educated in the current pagan
philosophy, is common knowledge. The forms and sub-
stance of the theory which he developed, therefore,
are furnished by the philosophical concepts of the
pagans, especially Cicero and Seneca. The character
1
of his theory remains distinctly Christian.
A. Nature and Convention: The Two Cities.
In considering Augustine’s theory of property,
the distinction between the natural state and the con-
ventional state must be made, for it is on this dis-
tinction that his whole theory rests. This distinction
is clearly made in his work, "De Civitate Dei,” where
1. Carlyle, MPTW, 120-22.
#
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ha plainly states that there are two "cities" in this
world, a city of the earth, and a city of heaven, which
are the representatives of these two divergent fie Ids, -
convantion and nature, respectively.
Two cities have been formed by two loves; the
earthly by the love of self, even to the con-
tempt of God; the heavenly by the love of God
,
even to the contempt of self. The former, in a
word glories in itself, the latter in the ^ord...
In one, the princes and the nations it subdues
are ruled by the love of ruling; in the other
the princes and the subjects serve one another
in love.
8
The natural state to Augustine was the one in
which God ruled by love. The conventional state was
the society in which man's uncontrollable passions
modified the benefits which could ensue from perfect
attendance to God's original plan. The ideal or ori-
ginal state can never return until man overcomes these
passions, which do not exist in the natural state.
natural law is such that it does not produce lusts,
and greed, and hate, and those passions by which
one man controls another; but rather, it plants,
as it were, certain original powers, such as
religion, piety, thanksgi vi ng
,
respect, and
tru th. 3
Thus, for 3t. Augustine, private property is an insti-
tution of conventional, organised society, not an insti-
tution which existed in the original form of society.
2. City of God. XIV. 28., WAA.
3. J?rom 3e ve ra l ^uest ions . 31., Li*.
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It is possible, however, for men and women to
live in this world in the original state. This they can
do by using the institutions of conventional society
"as not using themj" or by complete re uuncia ti o n, as
Augustine points out:
In the Catholic church there are believers without
number who do not use the world, and there are
those who "use it," in the words of the Apostles,
"as not using it," as was proved in the times when
Christians were forced to worship idols, For
then, how many wealthy men, how many peasant
householders, how many me rchant s , . . . giv ing up
all these transitory things, though while they
used them, they were not bound down to them,
endured death for the faith and religion, and
proved to unbelievers that instead of being pos-
sessed by all these temporal things, they really
possessed them? 4
These are the body of believers who are true followers
of the Christian ideal, -those who do not use i t at all
but h&ve renounced all claims to escape from "the cares
5
of the world;" and those who "use it" as "not using
it." For p rac tical purposes, Augustine recognizes that
the primitive state must be modified in part by the
conventions of society, but although modified, is not
wholly set aside. For:
The earthly city which does not live by faith,
seeks an earthly peace, and the end it proposes,
in the well-ordered concord of civic obedience
and rule, is the combinations of men's wills
to attain the things which are helpful to this
life. The heavenly city, or rather the part
4 • -SftQhiriciioa
. 72., LF
.
5. Sermon, LaT. 4., 1JPUF, 445
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of which sojourns upon this earth and lives hy
faith, makes use of this peace only because it
must, until this mortal condition which neces-
sitates it shall pass away. It makes no scruple
to obey the laws of the earthly city, so there is
a harmony between them in regard to what belongs
to it. This heavenly city while it sojourns upon
earth, calls citizens out of all na ti ons . . . not
scrupling about diversities in the manners, laws,
and institutions whereby earthly peace is secured
and maintained, but recognizing that, however
varied these are, they all tend to one and the
same end of earthly peace. It therefore is so
far from abolishing these diversities, that it even 1
preserves, and adopts them, so long as no hindrance 1
to the worship of the one supreme and true God is
thus introduced. Ave n the heavenly city therefore
while in its state of pilgrimage, avails itself
of peace of earth, and so far as it can without
injuring faith and godliness, desires and main-
tains a common agreement among men regarding the
acquisition of the necessaries of life, and makes
this earthly peace bear upon the peace of heaven,
i'or the life of the city is a social life.
6
Thus the church, which is the earthly manifestation of
the "city of heaven," exists on this earth with all the
principles of that early, ideal, natural state, making
only necessary compromises with the institutions of
this earthly city, necessary where they do not hinder
the essential principles.
B. All Things Common by Batura.
In order to establish this difference between
the conventional and the natural.
6. Q i Iff of God AIA. 17., WAA.
Augustine held that
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all things are common by nature. He says,
a fish, an egg, bread, fruit, wheat, the light
we see, the air we breathe, all these are good;
the very riches by which men are lifted up,
and which make them loth to acknowledge other
men to be their equals; by which, I say, men
are lifted up rather in love of their dazzling
clothing than with any thought of their common
nature, even these riches...?
and again,
ye poor, the world is yours in common with the
rich; ye have not a house in common with the
rich, but ye have the heaven in common, the
light in common.
8
It is not the law of God but the law of men that
directly "gives this thing to one man and that to
9
another." According to God's original plan all things
are common but because of certain failures on man's
part, some men can now claim private ownership..
The reason Augustine gives for its being pos-
sible that men could take it upon themselves to dic-
tate ownership, is that although there was "a time when
10
men were innocent" and the institution of private
property did not exist, because it was not needed."
However, out of the natural lust, covetousness, fear,
hate in men, their natures, once innocent, were changed
and corrupted. Avarice, lust,... and love of domination
7. ijermon II. 2., HP HP, 29 4.
8. Sermon XXXV. 6., UPHF, 366.
9. City of God, XIX. 15., WAA.
10.
TTon tr a A'd'ima ntium XX. 3. ( trans. in Carlyle, PPH. )
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11
Thus this new institution of privatepossessed them.
property arose to reduce the contradictory claims of
men to some order. As witness to the fact that private
property does arise in these sins of man, he says,
All strife in the world, wars, rebellion, offenses,
murder, injustice comes concerning what we indivi-
dually possess. Concerning those things which we
possess in common, like the sun, the heaven, the
light, and the air we breathe no strife arises. 12
In other words, what men prideful ly and avariciously
deign to call "my" and "mine" represents a fall from
original innocence and the refusal to recognize the
common ownership of all things. "It is not nature,
13
therefore, but vice, which is contrary to God."
and,
Original innocence, or, men's natural state is
modified by sin. Is it not proved by his love of
so many hurtful and vain things, which produce
grov/ing carea, .. .hatreds, fraud, ambition, envy,
...wickedness, luxury,... These are indeed crimes
of wicked men, yet they spring from that root of
error and misplaced love which is born in every
son of Adam. 14
The right to unlimited use of property does not
exist but rather to hold property as an authority in
the distribution of it. The things of the world do not
cease to be held for the common good, because property
is a recognized institution but rather, says Augustine,
11. De Mo rib us iScclesiae Catholicae I.35..NPHF, 51.
1 2 . XnarraTi on oY Psalm”l 31757^77 UP UF
,
59 2.
3.3. 5i7y_ o7 God XII. 3., WAA.
14. Cit£ 0? Go’cL XXII. 2 2., WAA.
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La t not what remains after moderate food and
clothing are provided for, he retained for luxury,
but laid up by means of alms distributed to the
poor. I®
fhe rights to private property do not exceed the use
or holding of more than a man actually needs:
All that God has given us beyond what is necessary,
He has not properly given to us. He has entrusted
it to us, that it may by our means come into the
hands of the poor. i’o retain it is to take pos-
session of what belongs to others.
Possession, therefore, is not nine-tenths of the law,-
a man should hold only as much as is absolutely neces-
sary
.
Property to Augustine, then, is an institution
which has grown up because of the vices and sins of
men, for all things are common by nature. It has
necessitated the government of men by men in order to
adjust human affairs 'without violence and confusion.
And it cannot over-ride the attempts of men to obtain
what they need from the abundance of that which the
earth brings forth. But it is also a remedy for these
vices and sins and necessary under the actual circum-
stances of society. augustine says,
By nature, as God first created us, no one is the
slave either of man or of sin. 'Phis servitude
(both to men and to things) is, however, penal,
and is appointed by lav/... for if nothing had been
done in violation of that law, there would have
15. Sermon GCXLIX. ?. , WAA
16. Sermon CCXIX. 4., WAA.
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been nothing to restraint by penal servitude...
The prime cause, then, of slavery i3 sin, which
brings man under the dominion of his fellow,
-
that which does not happen 3ave by judgment of
God.. who knows how to award punishment to
every variety of offence. ^
Even to the poor, Augustine declares that pro-
perty must be regarded as a check on their desires
when he says, "Seek o nly for a sufficiency, seek for
what is enough, and do not wish for more. All the
rest is a weight rather than a help; a burden, rather
18
than an honor," because human nature was so vicious,
possessing property was more a burden than appeared
on the surface. The government was using the insti-
tution to discipline the covetousness of men. Men,
themselves, would even murder a fellowman to obtain
his possession. There were many serious results to
the person and soul so that riches mi 6 ht, indeed,
19
prove "a weight, rather than a help." Thus St.
Augustine looks upon the government by men, (which
includes all institutions of conventional society,
hence pr©perty) as being contrary to the primitive
condition of human nature. He believes it to be a
necessary and divine consequence of, and remedy for
si n;
i?. Cit£ of God XIX. 15., WAA.
18. Sermo“xXXV. 6., UP HP, 263.
19. Ibid.
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But ‘because God does not wholly desert those whom
He condemns, nor shuts up in His anger His tender
mercies, the human race is restrained by law and
instructions, which keeps guard against the ignor-
ance that besets us, and oppose the assaults of
vice.
.
• 20
and, "Ye see how that covetousness everywhere, when we
21
wish for more than is necessary, causes us to sin."
The institution of private property, then, exists as a
method to control the blind greed of human nature.
0. Private Property Lawful.
If Augustine condemns private property because
it has been caused by the sins of men, he nevertheless,
recognizes that its possession is lawful. Man has a
legal right to private property, but only by virtue of
the fact that it is a concession to human infirmity
and a check on human vice. He believes that
Wealth is, in itself, and according to nature, a
good, though not the highest, nor a great good. 22
a nd that
It is not a sin to be rich, nor is it a sin if
anyone makes use of his riches, fare s
,
. .
.be tter
than others; but still it is a weakness, and
riches are a burden which one would do well to
cast off. 23
However, it was not a matter of possession with
him but of attitude. "We wish not to be happy from
20. C ity o,f God XXII . 22., W*A.
21. Sermon L^II. 10., HPHP, 439.
22. Sermon L. 2., HPHP, 422.
23. Sermon LXI. 4., HPHP, 455.
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gold or silver or la ad, from these earthly, and most
2 <
vain, and transitory goods of this perishable life,"
and "Avarice is the wishing to be rich, not the being
25
rich already." neither is there merit in poverty,
in itself. A humble rich man is better than a proud
poor man.
...Whosoever boast of your poverty, beware of
pride, lest the humble rich surpass you,... Do
not glory of your poverty, if they must not
glory in their riches. 26
The more commendable attitude to take is that "of what
God has given you, take beforehand what you need. fhe
rest which is the superfluous for you, is the necessary
27
for the poor," and,
Have I said a man should not possess naught? If
he is able, if perfection requires this of him,
let him not possess. If hindered by any neces-
sity he is not able, let him possess, not be
possessed; let him hold, not be held; let him be
the lord of his possessions, not the slave. 28
fhus it is the attitude assumed by the individual
towards his possessions, and tne effect it will have,
both on his personal condition, and on the condition
of society
,
that determines whether it i s good or evil.
As Augustine says, "all these goods... may be possessed
by good and bad alike; and though they be good them-
29
selves, yet cannot they make their owners good."
24. Sermon LXIII. 6., HP NF , 449.
25. Sermon XXXV. 6., UPIJ?, 368.
26. Sermon XXXV. 2., HPDF, 367.
27. ^narration on Psalm CXLVII. 13., WAX.
28. Sermon LXXV. 7., HPHP, 479.
29. Sermon XI. 2., UPHF, 295.
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The common right remains, however, even if
private property is regarded as lav/ful and given legal
status. It remains in the form of an obligation,
-
rich men are to maintain the needy.
He set you both one and the same journey; this
present life: you have found yourselves companions
in it, you are walking one way; he is carrying
nothing with him, thou art carrying with thee
more than thou dost need. Thou art loaded: give
him of that thou hast; so shalt thou at once feed
him, and lessen thine own burden. 20
Man, then, may enjoy property as long as he is willing
to recognize the common ownership of things, for "not
only is he covetous, who plunders the goods of others;
31
but he is covetous too, who greedily keeps his own.”
Give then to the poor, I entreat, I exhort, I
enjoin, I command you. For I will not conceal froc
you the reason why I esteem it necessary to preach
this sermon to you. When I go to church, and when
I return, the poor call to me and beg me to speak
to you, they will believe that I have bestowed
labor in vain. I give as much as I have, and can,
but am I capable of allaying their miseries?
Since then I am not in condition to appease their
needs, I am their ambassador to you. You have
heard the gospel, you have added the words of
thanksgiving: thanks be to GodI You have received
the seed; you have returned words. Your thanks-
givings weary me; I support their load and tremble
under it. But, my brethren, your thanksgivings
are only leaves, and fruit is required of you. 22
The maintenance of the needy is to be considered
an act of justice, not a mere act of mercy which is
subject to individual whim. A man has a right to what
30. Sermon XI. 12., UPJS1F, 298.
31. Sermon XVII. 4., itfPUF, 437.
32. Sermon XI. 13., IIPIJF, 298.
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will satisfy his own needs, for are not all tnings
held in common? The issue here is one of the use of
property and not of the right to possess property.
The principle that St. Augustine sets up here is that
temporal goods are to be used not enjoyed. He holds
that the right to property is limited by the use to
which it is put, and that the man who does not use it
properly has not a real claim to it.
Gold is owned rightly by that man who uses it
well, and is indeed, true to God. It is gold
only to him who knows the uses of gold and silver.
For even among men, it is a power, only if it is
used well. Because if men do not use it rightly
they do not obey the law, and if they do not
obey the law, if they speak as if they were the
sole owners, it will not be the voice of one who
has rightful claim, but the voice of a wicked one
covering his sin. 33
and.
Thou dost wish to have gold and silver; I grant
that these also are good things, but only if
thou make good use of them; and a good use of them
thou wilt not make, if thou art evil thyself.
And hence gold and silver are to the evil evil;
to the good are good; but because they find them
good, they are turned to a good use.
The charge that riches are not to be enjoyed does not
mean that any feeling of satisfaction that comes from
the use of them is to be resisted. It means that
possessions are not to be loved, "for to enjoy a thing
35
is to rest with satisfaction in it for its own sake."
33. Letter CXIII. 11., ( trans. in Uhlhorn, CCAC
•
)
34. Sermon XXII. 4., NPttF, 333.
35. On Christian Doctrine I. 4., WAA.
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This love of possessions is to be avoided "that by
means of what is material and temporary we may lay hold
36
upon that which is spiritual and eternal." It is not
j
because men are rich that Augustine prescribes rules
for the proper use of property, since
It is one thing to be rich, another to wi sh to
become rich... In the Scriptures, it is covetous-
j
ness that is condemned, not gold, or silver, or
riches, but covetousness. 37
Because men have the inclination to act unjustly,
Augustine is consistent and insistent in the applica-
tion of the. charge to act justly in all dealings. Once
when a certain Romulus was attempting to oppress some
tenants living on his property, by forcing them to pay
double rent, Augustine appeals to his conscience and
threatens him with eternal judgment, by saying:
They suffer for this present time, but you are
laying up wrath for yourself against the day of
judgment by God. I beseech His mercy that He may
correct you here rather than reserve you for that
day when there will be no place for correction;
and I pray that He who has given you the fear of
Him, for which cause I do not fear for you, will
open your understanding that you may see what you
are doing, and abhor it, and amend it, For you
think nothing of things which are so great evils
that when your greed is sufficiently tamed to
allow you to consider them, you will water the
earth with your tears that God may have mercy
upon you. If I am wrong in thinking that it is
an injustice that men should have twi ce exacted
from them what they are scarce able to pay once,
36. On Christian Bo c trine 1. 4., WAa.
37. Sermon XI. 10., HPHF
,
297.

then do what you choose . But if you recognize
that it is unjust, then do what is right; do
what God commands and what 1 urge upon you. I
ask it not more for their sake than for your
own. 38
Besides this charge that property is lawful
only when it is used properly, that is, when it is not
loved as a good in and of itself, Augustine suggests
that, by using those possessions which are held for
the common good of man, properly, certain benefits
accrue to the individual so using them. If property
is amassed because it is loved, than, it loses its
value "for that gold may come in, uprightness goeth
out; that thou mayest be clothed outwardly, thou are
39
naked within," The fact that in administering to
one of the brethren we minister to Christ, himself,
recurs again and again in St. Augustine's writings:
"I was hungry," saith He, "and ye gave me meat.
Lord, when saw we 'i’hee hungry? Forasmuch as ye
did it to one of the least of Mine, ye did it to
me." To be brief then, le t men hear, and consider
as they ought, how great a merit it i s to have fed
Christ when he hungred, and how great a crime it
is to have despised Christ when he hungred. 0
Augustine wasand once when
tion to give
should do so
to the poor,
because once
admonishing
he tells them
they had been
the congrega-
tha t th ey
kind to th
e
poor
,
"He hath received it, who gave thee wherewith to
38. Bpistle CCXLVII. 1,2. (trans. in Montgomery, HLT. )
.
39. Sermon X. 3., IJPHF, 290.
40. Sermon X. 11. BPHF, 294.
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give. He hath received it, who in the end will give
41
Hie Own Self to thee.' 1 The possession of property,
then, entails a religious obligation, which may only
be satisfied by holding the property in a state of
stewardship. Thus Augustine charges his congregation;
...but there is another good whereby thou mayest
do good, and that is, whatever thou mayest
posse ss ... Do st thou ask, What good can I do with
gold? Hast thou not heard the Psalm, "He hath
dispersed abroad, he hath given to the poor, his
righteousness remains th forever." This is good,
do good with that good which cannot make thee
good. Thou hast money deal it out freely. By
dealing it out freely, thou increase righteous-
ness.
.
.42
augustine says that the guiding principle to govern the
attainment of spiritual blessings from the right use
of property is:
Give then, my brethren, to the poor, "Having food
and covering, let us be therewith content"...
what more hast thou from all that thou possessest?
Thou hast got food and necessary covering?
necessary, I say, not useless, not superfluous.
Assuredly all thou hast more will be superfluous.
Let thy superfluities then be the poor man's
necessaries... 43
for
what are the poor to whom we give, but our carrie
by whom we convey our goods from earth to heaven?
Give then; thou are but giving to thy carrier, he
carrie th what thou givest to heaven. ..44
Thus these riches wh i ch are given to the poor are not
41. Sermon X. 8., JSPflP, 293.
42. Sermon XI. 3., NPNP, 295.
43. Sermon XI. 12., NPUF, 293-98.
44. Sermon X. 8., lJPUF, 293.
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lost once given but are saved for our pleasure in
anot he r place .
For our God has not, as unbelieving covetous
men suppose, wished us to lose what we have:
if what hath been enjoined us be properly under-
stood, and believed; He hath not enjoined us to
lose, but rather shown a place where we may lay
up. For no man can help thinking of his treasure,
and following his riches in a kind of journeying
of the heart. If then they are buried in the
earth; his heart will seek the lowest earth; but
if they are received in heaven, his heart will
be above... Let us move our goods beforehand,
whither we are ourselves getting ready to come. 45
As for those who,
have supposed that the sovereign good and evil are
to be found in this life, and have placed it
l their faith)... in the objects of natu re . . wi th a
marvellous shallowness, sought to find their
blessedness in this life and tnemselves. 46
We must beware, however, lest anyone should
suppose that gross sins, such as are committed by
those who shall not inherit the kingdom of God,
may daily be perpetrated and daily atoned for by
almsgiving. 4?
Giving to the poor, then, does not excuse men, that
they may continue to be covetous, greedy, and lustful.
II o man can go on loving riches and continue placing
them on a higher plane of personal regard than the
common welfare, and, expect his sins to be excused
simply because he has used a certain portion of his
wealth in relieving the distresses of the poor. St.
45. Sermon XXXVI. 1., UP UP, 368.
46. GiV of God XIX. 4., WAA.
4 7. HnchirTdTon XVI., IJPHF, 249.
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Augustine says.
...and yet v/e are not on this account to suppose
that every abandoned profligate, who has made no
adme ndme nt of his life, is to be received into
eternal habitations, if only he has assisted the
saint 3 with the mammon of unr ighte ousne ss
,
- 1 hat
is to say, with money or wealth which has been
unjustly ac quired. . .46
but rather, aims are to be regarded as being under the
same governing principle as the possession and use of
property, for
who is there who cannot see that the fault is not
in possessing these things, but in loving them and
resting our hope on them, and putting them before,
or even on a level with, truth, justice, wisdom,
faith, good conscience, and the love of God, and
our neighbor, the things which render the devout
soul rich with peculiar treasure before the eyes
of God. 49
50
because a "man ought to love a fellow man.” Love is
to guide us in the gifts we make to the poor, and not
the wish for some eternal benefit. JJei ther is the
command, "Give to every man that asketh of thee," to
be taken literally,
may consume it upon
his own question by
only be given when
"Am I to
his lusts
point ing
they will
give to a man that he
51
?" Augustine answers
out that gifts should
not be harmful either to
the receiver or the donor.
48. o£. Uod AXI. 2?., WAa.
49. G
o
n tr a Adimantium Manichaei Li scipulum ^x. 3..
ftrans.“in Montgomery, HLT.j.
50. Sermon on the Mount 1. 59., liPUF, 26.
51. Sermon IxXXIIlT 4., WAA, 348.
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D. Property, the creation of the State
Property, in Augustine’s eyes, is the creation
of the State. This is consistent with the conception
of its origin in the conventional system of life which
was made necessary by the vices of men. Js'or the
first and most general of these conventions of men,
when they had lost their original innocence, was the
coercive State itself, having as its function the duty
of imposing some order upon the chaos of warring
passions and desires of human nature, and so comple-
mentary to that was the duty of deciding between the
conflicting claims of individuals to the possession
and use of property. This theory developed in
Augustine’s defense of the confiscation of the churches
and other possessions of the Donatists, in Africa,
by the Imperial Government. The Bonatists protested
that these confiscations were unjust and, perhaps,
even outside the powers of the government. But
Augustine shows them why they have brought on this
action themselves.
bailing everywhere else, what do they now allege
against us, not finding what to say? They have
taken away our houses, they have taken away our
estates. They bring forward wills. ”3ee Gaius
Seius made a grant of an estate to the church
over which Faustinus presided" Of what church was
Faustinius bishop? What is the church? To the
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church over which Faustinius presided, says he.
But Faustinius presided not over a church, but a
sect. i'he dove, however, is the church. Why
cry out? We have not devoured houses; let the
dove have them. Let inquiry be made who the dove
is, and let her have them. For you know, my
brethren, that those houses of their* s are not
Augustine* s; and if you know it not, and imagine
that I delight in the possession of them, God
knows, yea, knows my judgment respecting those
states, and even what I suffer in the matter;
He knows my groaning, since he has deigned to
impart to me somewhat of the dove. Behold there
are those estates; by what right dost thou assert
thy claim to them. By divine ri gfr t , or by human?
Let them answer; Divine right we have in the
Scriptures, human possess what he possesses? Is
it not by human right? For by divine right,
"The earth is the Lord’s, and the fulness thereof."
The poor and the rich God made of one clay; the
same earth supports alike the poor and the rich.
By human right, however, one says, This estate is
mine, this house is mine, this servant is mine.
By human right, therefore, is meant the right of
the Amperors. Why so? Because God has distri-
buted to mankind these very human rights through
the emperors and kings of the world. Do you wish
us to read the laws of the emperors, and to act
by the estates according to these laws? If you
will have your possessions by human right, let
us recite the lav/s of the emperors; let us see
whether they would have the heretics possess
anything. But what is the emperor to me, thou
sayest? It is by right from him that thou
possessest the land. Or take away the rights
created by the emperors, and then who will dare
say, That estate is mine or that slave is mine,
or that house is mine? If, however, in order to
their possessing these things men have received
rights from kings, will ye read the laws, that
you may be glad in having even a single garden,
and impute it to nothing but the clemency of the
dove that thou are permitted to remain in posses-
sion even there? For there are to be read well
known laws, in which the emperors have directed
that those who, being outside the communion of
the Catholic church, usurp to themselves the
name of Christians, and are not willing in peace
to worship the Author of peace, may not dare to
possess anything in the name of the church. But
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what have we to do with the emperor? But I have
already said that we are treating human right.
And yet the apostle would have us obey kings,
would have us honor kings, and said, "honor the
King." Do not say, What have I to do with the
possession? It is by the rights derived from
kings that possessions are enjoyed. Thou hast
said. What have I to do wi th king: Say not
then that the possessions are thine; thou hast
referred them. But it is with divine right I
have to do, saith he. Well, let us read the
Gospel; let us see how far extends the Catholic
church of Christ, upon whom the dove came, which
taught, "This is ne that baptizeth." In what way
can he possess by divine right, who says, "I
baptize;" whilst the dove says, "This is he that
baptizeth;" whilst the Scripture says, "My dove
is one, the only one of her mother?" Why have
you torn the dove? nay, rather, have torn your
bov/els? for while you are yourselves torn to
pieces, the dove continues entire... 52
In this distinction between the "jus divinum" and the
"jus humanum," is the suggestion that Augustine recog-
nizes no proper right in men to call anything their own,
except that right which is given by the State for all
things are common by nature, that is, in God's plan
things are to be used equally by all men. It is only
the laws of the state that allows a man to lay indivi-
dual claim to property.
12. Summary of Augustine's Theory of Property.
It remains now to form a digest of Augustine's
theory of private property. In his ideal there are two
52. On the Go spe 1 jof John
,
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distinct classes of pe ople , -those who are the "elect”
of God, and can without undue suffering totally
renounce the world and all its failings, and, those
who are unwilling or unable to comply wi th the rigors
of total re nunci ati on. Of the first class, he says,
"When ye did i t to one of the least of Mine, ye
did it unto Me." Who then are the least ones of
Christ? They are those who have left all they
had, and followed him, and have distributed
whatever they had to the poor; that unencumbered
and without any wordly fetter they might serve
God, and might lift their shoulders free from
the burdens of the world, and winged, as it
were
,
aloft . 53
It is this type that Augustine admires most heartily,
for to him they are the "perfect," who are the "elect"
of God, and who have attended the words of Christ,
"If thou wilt be perfect, go sell all that thou hast,
54
and give to the poor..." Complete renunciation,
55
"to restrain one's self from the love of this world."
is the ideal way. but there are those, who for various
reasons cannot hope to attain this measure of perfection,
for whom Augustine makes this suggestion, that by the
proper use of possessions, by the avoidance of all
those sins inherent in human nature since its fall
from original innocence, and by a free distribution of
what is possessed, in recognition of the common
53. Sermon LXIII. 1., UPJ3F.
54. Matthew 19: El.
55. Sermon LXXV. 9., UP HP, 480.
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nature of all things, these men also may "inherit the
56
ki ngdom.
"
Private property, to Augustine, was the creation
of the State, made necessary as an institution by the
vices and sins of human nature, and a check on those
vice 3
,
and, is lawful and proper to the Christian
man only when the common ownership of all things
is recognized by it.
As a fitting climax to Augustine* s ideal of
property, is the picture he presents of the ideal
community, which is quite after the mind of the Master.!
...the children of grace, the citizens of the
free city, dwell together in everlasting peace,
in which self-love, and self-will have no place,
but a ministering love that rejoices in the
common joy of all, of many hearts made one,
secures a perfect concord. 57
56. Enchiridion. 1XX.
,
NPHF, 260.
5 7. God
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CHAP TEH IV
ST. FRANCIS' PERSONAL IDEAL OP PRIVATE PROPERTY
St. Prancis was born in the 5 ear 1182, at
Assisi in Italy. He died at Assisi, October 3, 1226.
An under s ta nding of the ideal of St. Pranci s, which
makes of him such an interesting subject, is im-
possible without a knowledge of the age and condi-
tions in which he lived.
A. Conditions of the Church in Prancis' day.
If one word had to be chosen to characterize
the internal condition of the Church in the twelfth
and thirteenth century, that word would be worldli-
ne ss. Porces at work from the day of St. Augustine,
had by Prancis' day brought the Church to the height
of her glory both as a secular and spiritual author-
ity. The power she had over the secular conditions
gave her untold wealth and possessions. Because the
Church was rich and worldly, swollen wi th pride and
ambitious for secular authority, it was far removed
from upholding the New Testament theories in regard
to property. The clergy were lazy, uneducated, and
self-seeking. Simony and investiture were rampant,
-
benefices were sold to the hi^iest bidder. Even the
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monasteries, a previous age's way of reforming
corruption, no longer cared for their original vir-
tues, but now, by reason of the accumulation of
enormous wealth, the abbots were lords of manors and
the monks were squires, with all the duties of
1
secular lords and squires.
Felder says that Francis was led to his ideal
concerning poverty by the needs and spirits of the
times. Money and wealth was the watchword of the
century. The crusades which had aroused in some
hearts a deep religious spirit had by disclosing the
luxury and treasures of the Fast become the means by
which a greed for wealth and pleasure was instilled
in Western civilization. Even the clergy were in-
fected with the disease. In place of spending their
energies in the care of souls, most of them were in-
dulging in amusements and luxuries or devoting their
whole efforts to filling the private or coporate
coffers. Innocent IH is reported to have said in
1200 that all the clergy, from the highest to the
lowest, allowed themselves to be led by avarice,
sought donations, and were open to bribery, so that
they were absolving the impious, and depriving the
1. Davison, S. 3., F3F, 3-32
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just of their rights for the sake of money. The
bishops and high church officials lived luxuriously.
They wore lavish garments and kept fine courts.
They usually appeared for their visits with su ch a
large retinue that the local pastor had to sell the
2
church vestments to pay for their extravagance.
Since the usual channels of revenue did not
satisfy the greed of the clergy, recourse was made
to the evils of simony. The bishops devised ways
and means to extort money from the priests, and these
in turn sought for money from benefices, legacies,
and by charging exorbitant fees for the regular
priestly offices and functions. The church tried
to wipe out this pest but without success. Thus the
secular as well as the religious clergy lost all
trace of influence over the masses. This was an age
of faith, however, so the masses began clamoring for
apostles of poverty, and turned eagerly to those who
declared war on this avaricious and incompetent
3
clergy.
B. Influence of the times on the Ideal.
But outside the Church, there were forces that
2. Felder, IFA, 8?-89.
3. Dubois, SF3R, 11-16.
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militated against this corruption. This was essen-
tially an age of faith, as is witnessed by the fervor
with which the Crusades, the Gothic cathedrals, and
chivalry were received into the general life of the
people. However, even these inclusive activities
could not prevent a certain feeling of dissatisfaction
from arising. Because the Church, looking to its
own advantage, failed to answer the deepest needs of
the people, feudalism, too, was on the decline.
It had kept order among the European nations when
the barbarians had threatened them with total sub-
jection, but it had served its purpose. The serfs
were demanding a new freedom. They no longer needed
the protection afforded by the lords, so they were
rebelling against tne unfair oppression to which
they were still subject. Towns were coming into
prominence as a factor in society and were offering
to the common people a degree of liberty that was
not to be found elsewhere. Then too, it was under
the wings of these towns that the third estate arose.
Merchants, artisans, and burgesses made up this new
and powerful group that was later to transform
society. It was to this class that the family of
Francis belonged.
Regardless of the political aspects of the
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social conditions, the problem was considered a
religious one. Religion was the basis for everything
in the thirteenth century. Just as present day
theories tend to reform the political systems of
government and management, everything then was
ascribed to a lack of religious virtues. The remedies
offered struck at the evils of riches. It was the
love of ricnes and the power which wealth gave that
must be reformed, and the religious spirit of the
age offered but one remedy, the practice of the
virtue of poverty which Christ had taught the world.
Thus manifestations of the unrest and dissatisfaction,
revolts, heresies, and social conflicts sprang up.
The papacy moved against the heretics but despite
this persecution, the popular emphasis on a return to
apostolic poverty continued to add followers to the
cause. At first, the heretics had tried to reform
the Church from within, but papal support failing,
continued as forces outside the jurisdiction of the
Church. It is quite certain that Francis was in-
fluenced by the work of some of these heretical sects,
for they were known and active in Southern France and
iiorthern I taly . Since the common remedy suggested was
a return to apostolic poverty and simplicity, it
appears as if he may have been led to hi 3 ideals by
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them. It was definitely a layman's way of reforming
the abuses of Church and society, while still re-
maining under the Church* s protection and deepening
4
and enlarging the accepted channels of faith.
C. Influence of Character and Conversion on
the Ideal.
If the ideal of Francis is to be understood,
it is necessary to note that besides being influenced
by these heretical sects, which were supporting a
return to a full and exact observance of the Gospel,
he also had,
...compassion toward the poor, the which growing
up with him from infancy, had so filled his
heart with kindliness that he was minded to
give unto all that ask of him, in especial, if
they plead the love of God...
5
There are numerous stories told by his early biogra-
phers to illustrate this point but they need not be
related here except in brief survey
. Once when busy
at work in his father's shop, fraacis refused a
beggar alms wnich had been sought in the name of God.
He repented of his treatment by running after the
beggar and giving him money. At the same time making
the resolution that never again would he refuse alms
4. Dubois, L., S3?A SR, 7-S8
5. Bonaventure, LSF, 1. 1.
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6to anyone asking them in the name of God. And once
when Francis met a poor knight who was miserably
equipped, he gave him the fine clothes he was wearing
7
himself. However, says Felder, regardless of this
inclination towards the poor, the directing force
towards his ideal was that living in poverty was
identical with living after the Gospel, to the
8
Poverello of Assisi. So that when conversion comes,
Francis* first acts are to renounce all claims to
wealth and property and to take a wife for himself,
the Lady Poverty. The Three Companions relate this
romantic acceptance of poverty in their Legend;
"Whereon wast thou thinking, that thou earnest
not after usV Perchance thou was thinking of
taking a wife?" To whom he replied with a
loud voice; " Truly have ye spoken, for that I
thought of taking unto me a bride nobler and
richer and fairer than ever ye have seen. "9
D. Love of Poverty.
The bride of which he spoke was the nady
Poverty and from this hour
...he began to withdraw more and more from the
vanities of the world, and to hide the treasure
which he strove to acquire at the cost of all
earthly things, from the eyes of fools... He had
been heretofore a benefactor of the poor, but
now they became his most dear friends. As often
as he met a beggar on the street, he would give
6. The Three Companions
,
LTC
,
3.
7. I (TeTano, 4.
8. Felder, H., IFA, 74-76.
9. The Three_ C ompanions
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LTC, 7.
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him money; if by chance he had no money to give,
he would part with his head-covering or his shoes,
so as not" to let the beggar go away empty-handed.
If he had not even this to give, he would hasten
stealthily to some obscure spot, divest himself
of his shirt, and send the beggar thither with
the behest to take it for the love of God. He
purchased various things for churches and 3ent
them secretly to poor priests. One time, in the
absence of his father, he was to take his repast
alone with his mother, yet he ordered the entire
table to be set. Y/hen his mother asked him
wonderingly why he had so many portions of bread
prepared, he replied that he intended to dis-
tribute them to the poor, since he had promised
never to refuse anyone who asked for alms for
the love of Go d. .
.
His sole desire was to visit the poor and listen
to their pleadings, so as to give them alms.
Moved by divine grace, he desired, though still
in the world, to be in some city where he was
unknown, and thus able to exchange his clothing
with the rags of some beggar, and to beg alms,
like them for the love of God.
Some time later on the occasion of a pilgrimage
to Home, he found a number of beggars on the
steps of the church, and, borrowing the clothing
of one, unnoticed, he exchanged them for his own
sumptuous garments, and began to beg for alms
with the other poor people. He then returned
the beggar's clothes, put on his own garments,
and returned to Assisi, beseeching God to reveal
to him the way of poverty. But he made known his
secret to none except the Bi3hop of Assisi. i'or
at that time no one professed true poverty, which
he desired above all things of this world, and
in which he resolved to live and die. 10
As the above record points out, krancis began to woo
his bride with acts of kindness and self-denial. It
is true that I'rancis did not grasp the full import of
his choice between wealth and poverty at this time,
10. i*he ihree Companions
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but he wag acting so that nothing should impede his
discovery of what he was to do. So one time, when he
was passing the church of St. Damian, he went in to
pray. Here he received according to Bonaventure,
a charge from Christ, "Francis, go and repair My
House, which as thou seest, is falling utterly to
11
ruin.” Thinking that this was a charge to repair
the outward structure of the church of St. Damian,
which was in need of repairs, Francis tried to "accom-
plish the rest; and gave untiring toil and effort to
12
repair that church." The meaning of the charge and
the methods to be used still unfathomed, Francis set
out one day for a neighboring village with bales of
cloth, which he sold there, and then returned to Assisi
to give the proceeds to the priest at St. Damian, who
refused them fearing his father's wrath. The money
he had intended for a lamp and oil, that the image of
13
Christ mif^it not be defrauded "of light," for "he
(Francis) longed to possess wisdom which is better
than gold, and to get prudence, which is more precious
14
than s ilver. "
Indeed, his father was angry, because though
he had not minded expense in Francis' revelries, he
11. Bonaventure, L3F, II. 1.
12. II Celano
,
11.
13. II Celano, 11.
14. I Celano, i.
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did not appreciate the spending of his money this way
.
After trying to dissuade Francis from his chosen
course, he took him before the bishop that ”by formal
renunciation of all his pr oper ty
,
. . . He might give up
16
all he had.” Francis was satisfied, for now his
mission was clear in mind, to return the money to
his father which he had tried to give to the priest
at at. Damian, and, also, to give back his clothes,
that he might be free forever to carry out his
marriage to lady Poverty. While before the bishop,
he says.
Hear ye all, and understand;- until now have I
called Peter Bernardone my father, but, for that
I purpose to serve the Lord, I give back unto
him the money, over which he is vexed, and all
the clothes that I have had of him, desiring
to say only, "Our Father, Which art in Heaven,"
not "my father, Peter Bernardone." 1?
IJicholson says, that now that all the worldly barriers
were leveled, Francis could shape the whole course
of his life to conform with complete fidelity to
poverty. Thus to the imitation of the poverty of
Christ as portrayed in the Gospel, he added a
chivalric reality to poverty and made it the Lady to
18
whom he vowed undying loyalty and service.
This same ardent love for Lady Poverty inspired
15. The Three Compa ni ons
,
LTC
,
1? Cf . I Celano, 13.
16. I Celano, 14. Of. The Thr
e
e Qompanio ns
, LTC, 19.
17* The Thre e Qompani o n s, LTC, 2q7 “
18. UIichol3on, M3FA, 131-132.
!
his entire life
"On every occasion, he extolled her beauty and
charm, yes, even in his dreams he beheld her
revered image. 19
and
,
...bound to the Lady Poverty by an indisoluble
tie, he looked for her dowry not in the present
but in the future. Those psalms which refer to
poverty - for instance, ’’The patience of the
poor shall not perish for ever,” and "Let the
poor see and be glad' , --he used to chant with
more fervent affection and more gladsome re-
joicing. 20
His resolve to live forever in the arms of his bride,
Lady Poverty is echoed in Celano' s second life,
...that blessed father set at naught the common
paltry wealth of the sons of men, and in his
ambition to attain a more exalted height longed
after poverty with all his heart. Considering
that she was the familiar friend of the Son
of God, he strove in perpetual charity to
espouse her, now that she was cast off by all
the world ... fherefo re
,
he clasped her with
chaste embraces, nor for an hour did he endure
not to be her husband... 21
ji‘or two years, he followed Lady Poverty where
she was to lead him, and then, one day he heard the
Gospel read concerning the sending of the apostles;
...and going, preach, saying "The kingdom of
heaven is at hand. Heal the sick, raise the
dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out devils;
freely have you received, freely give. Do not
possess gold, nor silver, nor money in your
purses; nor scrip for your journey, nor two
coats, nor shoes, nor a staff... 22
19. II Calano, 82.
20. II Celano
,
70.
21. II Celano, 55.
2 2. Matthew, X: 8-10.
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These words were music to Francis for they gave
direction to his search for right channels of action,
This, sai th he, is that which I am fain with all
my might to fulfill... casting aside without
delay v/hatsoever he had two of, from thence-
forward he used neither staff, sandals, purse,
nor wallet; but making for himself a right
sorry and rough tunic, he threw aside his
leather belt, and took for a girdle a rope . 23
It is safe to say wi th Hicholson then, that
in his personal life, the ideal of private property
that comes to fruition, is that money has no value
in itself to purchase anything of lasting value,
especially the gifts of God, and, an insistence on
24
the non-ownership of property in any form.
However, as the custom was in those days men
began to flock to his cause, inspired by his example.
The first of these was a noble man, Bernard of
<^ui ntavalle
. This advent of followers into Francis'
way of life changed the whole course of the plan for
now Francis had to consider, not only his own
personal problems and weaknesses, but also, those of
the men for whom he was the example. Bernard came
wi th a p rob le m:
Brother, I wish to distribute all my earthly
possessions according to thy word, out of love
of God, who has given them to me. But jj'rancis
2
3
.
The Th ree Companions
,
L TC
,
25
.
24. "EfTchoTson, D.
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was loath to give an immediate answer, said;
tomorrow morning we shall go to the church, and
see from the Book of the Gospels, what the Lord
has taught his disciples. 25
iiarly the following morning, Francis, Bernard, and
Peter, another man desirous of joining Francis, went
i;
to the church of St. Uicholas. Here upon the threefold !
opening of the Book, the rule that was to govern the
brethren was set down; "If thou wouldst be perfect,
go, and sell all that thou hast and give to the poor,
26
and thou shalt have treasure in heaven." and the
li
second opening; "fake nothing with you on your
2?
journey." And the third opening revealing the rule
and the life to be followed by those who wish to
emulate Christ, was; "Who will come after Me, let him i
28 i
deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow Me."
Having received this direction, Francis thanked God
for the revelation, and said; "My brothers, this is
our life and rule, and that of all who wish to join
our company. Go therefore, and fulfill that ye have
29
he ard.
"
Following this experience, Francis ceases to be
an individual seeking realization of personal salvation
by imitation of Christ and the romantic wedding of
25. The Three C omp ani on s
,
LTC,
26. Matthew, MIX; 2l7~ ~
27. Matt hew, X; 8-10.
28. Matthew, XVI; 24.
29. Three Companions
,
LTG,
27.
29.
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Lady Poverty. He becomes from this time on, tna legis-
lator for his followers. Gelano says "he made a tongue
30
of his whole body," that the brethren might never
stray, nor bo led astray by bad example. iJicholson
says, that in so legislating for the brothers, it is
quite probable that Jj'rancis realized that there were
the proverbial weak and strong for whom account must
be taken, and so, he was careful to consider not only
his own needs but those of the brethren. I’hus the
reason he insisted on absolute poverty was that in
striving for this high ideal, all would be led to a
more perfect life, in which the cares of the world
31
were as nearly as possible excluded.
30. I Gelano, £9.
31. .Nicholson, D.
,
M SPA
,
132-133.
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CHAPTER V
FRAUCIS 1 THEORETICAL IDEAL OF PRI VATE PROPERTY
Now that Francis had become the institutor of an
j|
order, whether consciously or unco ns c i ous ly
,
problems
concerning the attitude to be taken toward these
followers cropped up. What relationship were they to
maintain towards the world ? What policy was to be
followed in the quest for absolute poverty? Out of
these questions grew the Rules, sanctioned by the Ohurchj
and, expressing fundamentally his theoretical ideal of
property
.
A. Renunciation of property and Absolute Poverty.
In theory, Francis* ideal of private property
entails renunciation of the things of the world, or,
in reality as stated in his life and action, the theory
is antithetical to property,- poverty is elevated,
2
property is ignored.
How strongly this renunciation of worldly things
was advocated by Francis is seen in his humble but
1. iaba tier
,
SFA, 155-56
2. Felder, IiFA, 94-97.
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i:
forceful resistance of the suggestions to temper the
Rule. Once the Bishop of Assisi, to whom Francis had
explained his ideal, said:
life, to wit"Hard and harsh seemeth unto me your
to possess naught in this world" To
the holy man: My lord, if we should
sions, we should need arms to protect ourselves,
tfor thence arise disputes, law-suits, and for
this cause the love of God and of our neighbor is
wont oft-times to be hindered, wherefore we be
minded to possess naught of worldly goods in this
world. 3
him saith
have posses
Because of this unflinching loyalty to the ideal, inno
cent III was compelled to say of him, "Truly, that is
the man by whom the Church of Cod will be supported and
raised up again."
In order to keep the brethren true to the ideal
and toeing the mark, and thus to insure against the
violation of the oath of poverty, Francis made Rules
to govern the Order.
...the servant of Christ, seeing that the number
of ij’riars was gradually increasing, wrote for
himself and for them a form of life in simple
words, laying as its foundation the observance of
the holy Gospel and adding a few other things
which seem necessary for uniformity of life. 5
As has been pointed out in the preceding chapter, the
first Rule was essentially that which was accepted by
Francis, Bernard, and Peter at the threefold opening
3. The Three Compani oas
, LTC
,
n.35.
4. I Celano, Lst' A, ' 3£'.'
5. Bonaventure
,
LSFA, III. 8.
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of the Gospel. Of course, it was added to during the
twelve years that intervened between that time and 1221
when Innocent had approved of i t orally. There was also
a later Rule of 1223 which Pope Honorius confirmed but
we find that the same spirit of renunciation is found
6
in both. The unswerving purpose of 3t. Francis can be
readily seen in a comparison of the two Rules and the
Testament. The first Rule states*.
i
...let the brothers strive to follow the humility <
and poverty of Our Lord Jesus Christ and let them
remember that we ought to have nothing else in
the whole world, except as the apostle says*.
"Having food and wherewith to be covered, with
these we are co nten t . " . . . When the brothers travel !
through the world, let them carry nothing by the
way, neither bag, nor purse, nor bread, nor a
staff.
7
This exerpt from the form of the first Rule, showsi!
I)
conclusively that Francis enjoins the brothers to ab-
solute poverty. The second Rule is merely a shortened
form of the first wi th the same clause "to observe the
Gospel of Our Lord Jesus Christ by livi ng
. . .
wi th ou t
8
property." To this life of Gospel perfection, Francis
dedicated his entire life and never recanted one iota
from the struggle for its realization, for he says in
his Testament:
...and those who came to take this life upon them-
selves gave to the poor all that they might have
i
6. Robinson, WSFA, 25-27.
7. Robinson, WSFA, 31-64.
8. Ibid., 64.
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and they were content with one tunic, patched with-
in and without, by those who wished, with a cord
and breeches, and we wished for no more. 9
Thus the .Rule s and the Testament, setting forth the
ideal of absolute poverty and the renunciation of
property, were adhered to strictly by Francis to the
end of his life because
...as he had learnt by revelation, that the en-
trance into holy religion must be made through
that saying of the Gospel, "If thou wilt be per-
fect, go and sell that thou hast, and give to the
poor," and accordingly he would admit not one into
the Order that had not dispossessed themselves,
keeping absolutely naught back, as well as in
obedience to the holy Gospel, as to avoid the
scandal and dangers which treasure chests are to
the soul.
The Church attempted all in her power to bring
about a more lax Rule but without marked success during
11
the lifetime of at. Francis and Sister Clara. For
besides Francis, there were others who held to a strict
observance of the vow of poverty. St. Clara, for whom
Francis had made a Rule to guide women in the ways of
12
"living always in this most holy life and poverty,"
adhered to the Rule to the end, regardless of papal
attempts to influence her to temper the harshness of it.
Once Pope Gregory IX tried to convince her that pos-
sessing nothing was impossible for women, and, when she
was astonished at his proposition, he said, "If it is
9.
Robinson, WSFA, 83.
10. Bonaventure, LSFA, VII. 3.
11. Sabatier, LSFA, 259-60.
12. Robinson, WSFA, 77-8.
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your vows which prevent you, we will release you from
them.” She replied, "Holy Father, absolve me from my
sins, but 1 have no desire for a dispensation from
13
following Christ.” Uor is she alone in the realiza-
tion that there is worth in the strict observance of
poverty, one German friar to whom Francis is talking
says
,
"I ask you one favor, he said to him, "it is th at
if the brothers ever come to live no longer
according to the Hule you will permit me to
separate myself from them, alone or with a few
other, to observe it in its completeness." At
these words Francis felt a great joy. ^
and Brother Leo, who undoubtedly had asked for the
same permission, received this reply,
I say to thee: Yes, my son, and as a mother for in
this word and counsel I sum up briefly all the
words we said on the way, and if afterwards thou
hast need to come to me for advice, thus I advise
you: In whatever way it seemeth best to thee to
j
please the Lord God and to follow His footsteps
and poverty, so do with the blessing of the Lord
God and in my obedience.
Thus Francis lived and would have his followers live
under the principle of absolute poverty which meant
the complete renunciation of worldly things.
B. Principles underlying Kenunci ati on and
Absolute Poverty.
Underlying the renunciation of worldly things,
13. Vita Clara, 758, as translated in Sabatier, LSFA,
160.
14. Sabatier, LSFA, 261.
15. Kobinson, V/SFA, 132-33.
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however, were basic principles that produced Francis'
unflinching attitude toward it. In the first place,
was the conception that since all things belong to
G-od, they should be held in common by those who have
16
the use of them.
Blessed is the servant wh o gives up all his goods
to the Lord God, for he who retains anything for
himself hides "his Lord’s money" and "that which
he thinkath he hath shall be taken away from him. 7
Proper ty, -then, stands for a barrier which excludes
men from other men. The very act of claiming owner-
ship divides not only the things claimad but those who
18
would claim them. Bo Francis desires his followers
to hold those few things that they may have in common.
I will, said he, that my brethren show themselves
sons of the same mother, and that if one asks
another for a tunic, or cord, or anything else,
that other should give it liberally. 19
Because property did raise barriers to the love of one
another, Francis even refused one novice the right to
own a psalter, giving as his reason the dangers of
desiring power and the feeling of importance that
would arise from possession of even so unimportant an
article
.
After you have a psalter, you will desire and wish
to have a breviary. Then you will si t i n your
chair like a great prelate, and say to your
brother, "Bring me the breviary." 20
16. Rio ho Ison, MSFA
,
138.
17. Robinson, .7SFA
,
15.
18. dicholson, MSFA, 138.
19. II Gelano, n.180.
20. Mirror of Perfection, IV.

Sven the clothing, which was their only rightful pos-
session, was to be shared with the poor because as
Francis said once when he was returning from Siena
and came across a poor man, "We ought to return this
mantle to its owner, For we received it only as a
loan, until we should come upon one poorer than our -
21
selves." ^nd so he took off the mantle and gave it
to the poor man. it was only a short time later that
he met a poor woman
,
to whom he said, "ihe poor man
to whom you entrusted this mantle, gives tnanks to
thee for the loan of the mantle; take that which is
22
thi ne own. "
All this is in direct treatment of the separat-
ness which is bound up with the sentiment of posses-
sion. Further, Francis believed that to say "this"
or "that" is "mine" to anyone was really theft. It
was taking something from a person that belonged to
him as well as to the claimant, and, what made the
matter even worse was making this claim when the other
23
person was the poorer of the two . "I will not be
a thief. For it would be counted to us for a theft
24
if we should not give to him who is more needy."
21 . Ibid
. ,
^JL&.
22. Tl Gelano, n. 87.
23. Uicholson, MOFA, 140-41.
24. mirror of Perfection, rnmA.

Poverty to Francis waa
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...that celestial virtue whereby all earthly things
and transitory things are trodden under foot and
every barrier is removed which might hinder the
soul from freely uniting itself to the eternal
tfod. This is that virtue which enable th the
soul, while yet on earth, to hold converse in
heaven with the an gels... 2 5
If poverty removes all barriers and hinderances, pro-
perty must build them. The desire to possess anything
denotes that there is a disunion, and, therefore,
Francis holds to an absolute poverty so that there can !
be no barrier between him and the God whom he adored.
’’Where there is poverty and joy there is neither
26
cupidity nor avarice" and "Holy poverty confounds
2 ?
cupidity and avarice and the cares of the world."
These sentiments are natural to the ownership of pro- i
;perty and stand for misdirected desire. But poverty
and joy must be allies if poverty is to be effective
in combating the evil desires that possession stirs
in the human heart. The brothers must accept the vow
willingly and render obedience to it with joy else
28
there is no merit in its acceptance.
But with the complete renunciation and the
theory of the common possession, goes another demand of'
the Franc iscan ideal, the limited use of earthly things]
!
25. Little Flowers, XIII.
26. Robinson, WSFA, 19.
27. Ibid., 21.
28. iTI cTT o 1 so n , MSFA, 144.
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This is a lesson Francis would have all men learn, hut
especially those seeking perfection. "And so vigorous-
ly did they set at naught all earthly things that they
29
scarce submitted to take the necessaries of life."
a nd
They rejoiced in the Lord continually, having
naught within them or without that could in any
wise make them sad. For the further they were
sundered from the world, so much the nigher were
they joined unto the Lord. 30
and they had claim
in no wise to property as belonging unto anyone
of them, but the books and other things granted
unto them they had in common, according unto the
manner handed down and observed from the apostles.
But albeit it were true poverty that dwelt in
them and among them, yet were they freehanded and
generous with all granted unto them for the sake
of the Lord, giving freely of the alms bestowed
on them.
But as the order grew allowance had to be made for the
weakness of human nature and the conditions "of places
32
and times and cold climates." He had expressly for-
bidden "in every way that the brothers exceed the
measure of poverty in the houses or churches, or
33
gardens or in all o th e r t hings which they had in use."
He war ne d aga inst using beast of burde n an
d
riding on
h or seback bee;ause they savo red of weal th and owner-
34
ship • Th e ;growth and spre ad of the Order saw a
29. I Gel a no, n. 41.
30. The^ Three Comrades
,
LTC, n . 45.
31. TbTd.
,
n7 43.
32. ko'binso n. M3FA, 6 8.
33. Mirror of Perfection, X.
34. Ho b'i ns o n
,
W3»A, 6 7.
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relaxation of the law concerning clothing. While it
was but an ins ignifi ca nt change, it shows that Francis
was not arbitrarily setting standards that could not
be met. Gel a no remarks:
jj’rancis wished that under no circumstances the
brothers should wear two tunics, although he
permitted, them to patch them with pieces of cloth.
He commands them to avoid precious material, and
he reprimanded most severely in the presence of
others, those who were found to have acted con-
traiwise... fhe brothers, however, #10 were forced
by illness or' other necessity, he al lowed to
wear a soft undergarment on their body, yet so
that in outward appearance poverty and obedience !
were observed. ^5
A more basic principle is to be found in the
conception of poverty as that agent which creates
freedom for service. fhe older monastic orders had
included poverty in their vows and obligations, but
with a different meaning for them. Indeed, their
corporate bodies had grown rich because though a single
jj
11
monk might not own a thing, the order or monastery
might be extensively landed and immensely wealthy,
jfrancis had a fresh conception of the obligations of
[i
poverty. What the Apostles had been able to do should
j
still be possible. fhey had announced the gospel to
the world. At the same time, they had supported them-
j
selves by working wi th their hands or by receiving alms
j!
35. II Celano, n. 65.
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from the charitable. They had not remained in a
cloister, and Francis wished with all his heart to
36
be "gospel perfect" So Francis arrived at his con-
ception of the duties of his briars Minor as
men having equal affection to all, receiving
nothing of their labour except the pure neces-
sity of the body; and desiring nothing except
the praise of God, the welfare of the Order, the
merit of their own souls, and the perfect health
of all the brethren; suitably affable to all,
and receiving those coming to them wi th holy
joy, and showing the form and Observance of
the Gospel, according to the profession of the
Rule, in themselves purely and simply to all... 37
i’his emphasis on the freedom for service that
comes from observing strict proverty is to be found
first in Francis 1 wooing of Lady Poverty and the ac-
ceptance of her as the companion of his life, poverty
exemplified freedom from mundane things. It allowed
Francis to soar above the cares of the world and to be
forever liberated from worldly vexations. Richolson
says that the Franciscan spirit concerning poverty
is to be discovered in a passage from Parenti’s
"Sacrum Gommerci urn" : I1he Lady Poverty was invited to
share with the brethren in a scanty and unappetizing
meal, and after she had been served, she lay down to
sleep. When she awoke
,
she arose and asked to be
shown the monastery. Whereon the brethren led her to
36. Jorgensen, SFA, 91-93.
37. Mirror of Perfection, LAXX
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a hill top and showed her the whole country lying at
38
their feet, and said, "This is our monastery. Lady."
In that simple allegory and the following
passage from Bonaventure is found the keynote to the
Franciscan praise of poverty as that virtue which alone
can grant liberty from the bonds of this world.
For Holy Poverty, whom alone they (the Friars)
took with them for their charges, made them swift
unto all obedience, strong to labour, and speedy
in journeying. And since they possessed no
earthly things they set their affection on naught,
and had naught that they feared to lose; they
were everywhere at ease, weighed down by no fear,
harassed by no care; they lived like men who were
removed from vexations of mind, and taking no
thought for it, awaited the morrow, and their
night's lodging. Their very destitution of
possessions seamed unto them overflowing wealth,
while
,
..according unto the counsel of the Wise
King, they were better pleased with little than
with much. ^
Thus poverty v/as the one sure condition of
liberty. It v/as a release from the constraint in
respect to the provision of necessities, and the way
in which possessions of any kind might be forever dis-
carded. It made the brethren free of the world, too,
because once they had vowed poverty no ties could bind
them to one place rather than another, and their scant
requirements made them as much at home in one province
as in another. Their liberty v/as complete for they did
38. Sacrum Comma roi urn, trans.
,
Hicholson, M3FA, 129.
39. STo nave n’t'ure
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not even desire possessions and the whole world was
their monastery where they were at perfect freedom to
!
remain steadfastly to their principles and at complete
liberty to praise God and serve man. This then was the
>|
spirit that filled the breast of Francis when he chose i
to espouse Lady Poverty. it was also the ideal that
'
he held up for the brethren to emulate,- that in the
renunciation of property and the limited use of the
things of this world, there is to be gained a freedom I
40
for service that can be found in no other way.
i'he ideal of Francis, then, includes the
complete renunciation of worldly things and extreme
moderation in the use of the ns ce ssi t ie s . i’rancis,
it has been stated, demanded renunciation of property
j
absolutely and unco ndi ti onal ly
;
to claim possession of
|
anything in person or in common beyond what was of
utmost necessity, was incongruous with his ideal.
The limited use of things was to be governed by the
41
conditions under which the individual had to live.
Loth were enjoined for the benefit of the Priars,-
that they might be free to give their "all" to a life
of service.
40. islich olso n, 1SPA, 129-151.
41. Welder, I SPA, 119.
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G. Means of Livelihood.
Questions arise here: If life is desirable,
how are these men, wh o have renounced possession of
everything, except some bare necessities which they
hold in common, to meet the demands of the physical
life? Jiow are they to obtain the common necessities
of food and clothing? Does Francis suggest that his
followers starve for the sake of the ideal? It could
be inferred from his teaching concerning money and its
42
use, "Give to money the same value as to asses dung"
and "Money, my brother, is to the servants of God but
43
the devil and a venomous serpent" and "We ought not
to have more use and esteem for money and coins than
44
for stones," that Francis did not put a premium on
life, especially if i t were to be sustained by the use
of money. however, he knew to what lengths it had
diverted the original principles of the other Orders,
and so remains steadfastly opposed to the brothers
using money. He says in the xiule of 1223;
I strictly enjoin on all the brothers that in no
wise they receive money or coins, either them-
selves, or through an intermediate person,
nevertheless, for the necessities of the sick and
for clothing the other brothers, let the ministers
42. II Gelano, n* 6 5 Gf. i'he i'hree Companions, 1TC n.45
4 3. Ibid., n. 68.
44. Hobinson, WSJfA, 41.
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and custodes alone take watchful care through
spiritual fr ie nds . . . savi ng alway s . . • the y shall
not receive coins or money. 4 &
father they were to work for their sustenance.
The reason that ij'rancis and his followers appear'
J
in the contemporary records as poor laborers for their
daily bread is that he realized that poverty, itself,
!1
might erect the same barriers by its exclusiveness,
that property erects between men. He 3ays*.
I wish that all my brothers should work and
exercise themselves, and that those who know
not how to work, should learn a trade, lest we
become a burden to men, and heart and tongue
seduced through idleness to sinful things. 4 ®
recognizing fully the dangers of idleness in making
men charges on the public. Francis had been partial
to this discipline from the very beginning, as is
witnessed by the work he did himself. His service
4?
among the lepers: the menial tasks he performed as
48 /
a servant in a monastery; and, the hard labor he did
49
in repairing the church of 3t. Damian, all show that
he was aware of the joy and the nob ility to be found
in labor. Gelano says of Francis that, "He himself,
the model of all perfection, worked and toiled with
his hands, and would not allow a particle of the
50
precious gift of time to pass without advantage."
45. Robinson, WSRA, 68.
46. II Gelano, n. 161.
47. Robinson, WST’A
,
81.
48. I Gelano, n. 16.
49 . The Three Companions
,
jjTC, n. El.
50. TT Gelano, n. 20.
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There were some restrictions that were given the
brothers, in regards the work Francis enjoined them to
do. The Rule of 1221 states:
Let the brothers in whatever place they may be
among others to serve or to work, not be
chamberlains, nor cellarers, nor overseers in
the houses of those they serve, and let them not
j
accept any employment which might cause scandal
or be injurious to the soul, but let them be
inferior and subject to all who are in the house,
and let the brothers who know how to work work...
and for this labor they may receive all neces-
sary things, except money, hi
The regulations are essentially the same in the Rule of!
122 3, a nd i n th e Te s tame n t , enjoining th e b ro t he r s to
fear that in this way they would scarce receive enough
j
to supply their simple needs for, says Francis,
...if the Lord gi ve th unto sinners ’worldly goods
by reason of His love unto His sons that have need;
of nurture, much more shall He bestow in largesse Ij
unto men that live after the Gospel, unto whom it l!
is owing as of desert. 53
want, let them seek for alms,” for Francis unde rs tan
that all things are of Grod
,
and thus held in common by
all men, -the possessions of the rich as wall as those
of the poor. The Franciscans are to beg for food, if
their labors have not supplied their needs. They are
to do this willingly and without a feeling of shame,
51. Robinson, WSFA, 39-40.
52. Ibid.
,
83.
5 3. The. Thre e U om union s
,
LTU, n. 51.
5 4 • • » H7 5 2'.
^
55. kirro r of Pe rf
e
c ti on
,
n,. 50.
labor to ’’repel idleness. The brothers were not to
That is why Francis says, "And if they be in
54
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be cause "the great Almsgiver hath in His abounding
goodness granted all things as alms unto the worthy
56
and unworthy alike, after we have sinned." Thus the
|
reason in back of Francis 1 mind in charging the brother,
to seek alms, is that
...there exists an agreement between the world andj
the brethren; they owe to the world a good example^
the world owes them, the provision of necessaries,;
When they belie their faith, and cease to give a
good example, the world by a Just judgment, draws
back its hand from them. ..but if they embrace my j|
Lady Poverty, the world shall nourish them,
because they have been given to the world for
salvation. 57
The source from which this assurance grew was Francis'
trust in the goodness of God. All his actions and
principles are eventually tied up with his deep faith |!
Ii
in God, the Father. His charge to the brothers as
he sends them forth on the missionary and preaching
tours was "Oast thy cares on the Lord and He will
58
nourish thee." The Little Flowers of St. Francis
relates a story illustrating vividly the extent to
which Francis depended on Divine Providence;
...and one day they came to a city sore a-hungeredj
and went, according to the Rule, begging bread for"
the love of God; and St. Francis took one street
and Friar idasseo another. But forasmuch as St.
Francis was a man of mean appearance and short
of stature, and therefore looked do wn upon as a
poor vile creature by those wh o knew him not, he
;
collected naught save a few mouthfuls of dry
56. Sonaventure, LSFA, VII. 10.
57. II Gelano, n. 70.
5 8. I Ce la no. n. 29. ii
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;
but Friar Masse o many large pieces of brea^,
and ev9 n whole loaves were given, for he was fair
and tall of body. And after they had begged
their food, they met to eat together at a place
outside the city where there was a fair fountain,
and beside it a fair broad stone, whereon each
laid the alms he had collected. flow when St.
Francis saw that the bread and loaves brought by
Friar Liasseo were finer and larger than his own,
he showed forth joy exceeding great, and spake
thus, "0 Friar Masse o, we are not worthy of so
great a treasure.” And having repeated these
words many times. Friar Masse o answered, ’’Dearest
Father, how can that be called a treasure where
there is poverty so great and such lack of needful
;
things? Here is neither cloth, nor knife, nor
trencher, nor bowl, nor house, nor table, nor man-
servant, nor mid-servant." Then said 3t. Francis*
"And this is what I hold to be a great treasure;
j;
where there is no dwelling made by human hands,
but all is prepared for us by divine providence, !
even as is made manifest by the bread we have
collected on this table of stone so fair and this j
fountain so clear. Therefore I desire that we
pray unto Ood that He may make us love with all
our hearts this noble treasure of holy poverty
that hath ttod for its servitor." 59
60
The "Bread of alms is angel’s food" makes it all the
is
clearer that Francis was convinced that all things in
j
the world were at the command of the Divine Provider,
who ’would see that those who were in need would receive
aid abundantly. 3t. Bonaventure adds his words to the |
p o i nt
:
jj
Wherefore let all anxious thought be far removed
from the poor ones of Christ. For if the poverty
jj
of Francis was of such an abundant sufficiency as
that it supplied by its wondrous power the needs
of them that assisted him- so that neither food,
nor drink, nor house failed them, when the re-
sources of money, of skill, and of nature had
*
59. The Little Flowers, XIII.
60. mirror~oT~Per f ec't'i on, XXIII.
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proved of none avail- much more shall it merit
those things that in the wonted course of the
divine providence are granted onto all alike.
If, I say, the stony rock, at the prayer of one
poor man, poured forth a copious draught for
another poor man in his thirst, naught in the
whole creation mil refuse its service unto
those who have left all for the sake of the
Creator of all. 61
A restatement of Francis' ideal concerning
property would be:
...to renounce all earthly things for the love
of God, and to be provided wi th all needful
things by God: to despise every shred of earthly
substance which manacles the heart of man to
this earth, and to eat at the table of God, to
live on His bounty; to seek nothing from the
world, and to hope all things from God. 62
D. I’he Popular Movement.
But Francis* ideal is the way of life for those
who have elected to be apostles, to which not everyone
can subscribe. Francis and his companions, St. Clara
and hers, were leading the apostolic life, but as
Sabatier says, the ideal which they preached was an
evangelical life. And it was not to be supposed that
everyone that listened to tnem was expected or even
invited to follow the strict rules observed by them.
For Francis did not condemn the family or private
property but rather, saw in them evils from which the
61. Bonaventure
,
L3FA, VII. 13.
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70
63
apostle and the apostle alone had to be free. He
says on this score,
I admonish and exhort them {brothers) not to.des- ;
pise or judge men whom they see clothed in fine
and showy garments, using dainty meats and drinks, ,j
but rather let each one judge and despise himself. ,j
64
and again,
...nor think scorn of them that live delicately
and are clad proudly in superfluous bravery, for
that our God is their Lord also, able to call
them unto Himself, and having called, to justify !j
them. He would say that he desired the brethren
should reverence such as brothers and their lords,
being created by one Creator, and lords, in as
much as they did help the good to work repentance,
ministering unto them the things needful for the i]
body. 65
And so those who were unable to follow the i;
i
H
stricter life, but who were moved to some Christian
action by the fervor of Francis* preaching and example,
formed themselves into what has been called by some the
66 67
third Order, by others the rertiaries, and by still
6 8
others, the Hrothers and Sisters of Penitence.
Bonaventure says that
II
!
l
s
I
...enkindled by the fervor of his preaching, very j;
many folks bound themselves by new rules of
penitence, after the pattern received from the
man of God, and that same servant of Christ or-
dained that their manner of living should be
called the Order of the Brethren of Penitence. 9
;
Since no manuscript exists of the Rule written by St. ji
63. Sabatier, LSFA, 866.
6 4. Robinson, WSPA, 66.
6 5. the three Gomp a nion s, LTC
,
n. 58.
6 6. xjuTJ’o'iV,'' SPA'SR,' '50. ’Cf . Cuthbert, SPA, 32 2-45.
67. Felder, I SPA, 292-95
6 8. Sabatier, LSFA, 266.
69. Bonaventure, LSFA, IV. 6.
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70
Francis for this group. it is difficult to say whether
he organized them int e nt ionally or not. Scholars are
arranged on both sides. It is unimportant, for this
paper at least, for the fact is not to be denied that
Rule or no itule
,
there did spring up a group, who
bound themselves, as closely as their worldly ties
would allow, to the rules of the existing order. i'he
i'hree Companions say, "...in like manner also husbands
and wives... did in their own homes bind themselves
71
to stricter penitence.” It is evident that Francis
realized that his ideal was not for everyone, and, as
Cuthbert and Sabatier say, his letter to all Christians,
;!
shows that Francis was aware of this fact. i'he letter
•j
points out what he v/ould have made the Rule for these I;
72
Penitents, had he desired to write one. It is in
this letter, after addressing himself to "all Chris-
tians, religious, clerics, and laics, men and women,
73
to all who dwell in the whole world,” that Francis
outlines the lav/ which should govern all those who
would follow his teaching, whether in the enclosure of
the religious vows, or in the field of the world. iha
letter is quoted below for considerati on, while not
all of it is concerned with the attitude to be taken
70. Sabatier, LSFA, 26 7. Cuthbert, SF.*, 323.
71. x'he fhre e Compa njon s
. LDC
,
n. 60.
72. Cuthbert, 3FA, 326: Sabatier LSFa, 269.
7 3. Robinson, WSFA, 98.
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by these Penitents toward property, enough is quoted to
include the spirit of the letter.
Let us, moreover, ’’bring forth fruits worthy of
penance.” And let us love our neighbors as our-
selves, and, if anyone does not wish to love
them as himself or cannot, let him at least do
them not harm, but let him do good to them.
Let those who have received the power of judging
others, exercise judgment with mercy, as they
hope to obtain mercy from the Lord. j<‘or let
judgment without mercy be shown to him that doth
not mercy. Let us then have charity and humility
and let us give alms because they wash souls from
the foulness of sins, i'or men lose all which
they leave in this world; they carry with them,
however, the reward of charity and alms which
they have given, for which they shall receive a
recompense and worthy remuneration from the Lord.
We ought also to fast and to abstain from
vices and sins and from superfluity of food and
drink, and to be good Catholics. We ought also
to visit Churches frequently and to reverence
clerics not only for themselves, if they are
sinners, but on account of their office and
adminis tra ti on of the most holy Body and Blood
of our Lord Jesus Christ, which they sacrifice
on the altar and receive and administer to others.
And let us know for certain that no one can be
saved except by the Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ
and by the holy words of the Lord which clerics
say and announce and distribute and they alone
administer and not others. But religious es-
pecially, who have renounced the world, are bound
to do more and greater things, but ”not to leave
the other undone.”
7/e ought to hate our bodies with (their) vices
and sins, because the Lord says in the Gospel
that all vices and sins come forth from the heart.
We ought to love our enemies and do good to them
that hate us. We ought to observe the precepts
and counself of our Lord Jesus Christ. We ought
also to deny ourselves and to put our bodies be-
neath the yoke of servitude and holy obedience
as each one has promised the Lord. And let no man
be bound by obedience to obey any one in that
where sin or offence is committed.
But let him to wh om obedience has been entrusted
and who is considered greater become as the lesser
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and the servant of the other brothers, and let
him show and have mercy toward each of his
brothers that he would wish to be shown to him-
self if ho were in a like situation. And let
him not be angry wi th a brother on account of
hi 3 offence, but let him advise him kindly and
encourage him with all patience and humility.
Vie ought not to be "wise according to the flesh"
and prudent, but we ought rather to be simple,
humble, and pure. And let us hold our bodies in
dishonor and contempt because through our fault
we are all wretched and corrupt We should
never desire to be above others, but ought rather
to be servants and subjects "to every human
creature for God ' s sake." ^nd the spirit of the
Lord shall rest upon all those who do these
things and who shall persevere to the end, and
He shall make Kis abode and dwelling in them, and
they shall be children of the heavenly rather
whose works they do, and they are the spouses,
brothers, and mothers of our Lord Jesus Christ.
We are spouses when by the Holy Ghost the faithful
soul is united to Jesus Christ. We are brothers
when we do the will of His father who is in
heaven. We are His mothers when we bear Him in
our heart and in our body through pure love and
a clean conscience and we bring Him forth by
holy work which ought to shine as an example to
o ther s
. . .
But all those who do not do penance and who do
not receive the Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ, but who give themselves to vices and sins
and walk after evil co ncupisce nee and bad desires
and who do not observe what they have promised,
corporally they serve the world and its fleshly
desires and cares and solicitudes for this life,
but mentally they serve the devil, deceived by
him whose sons they are and whose works they do.
... 74
Father Cuthbert says, that either this letter
became the special "charter of spiritual perfection"
for those who existed outside the fraternity because
74. Hobinson, W3i*'A, 101-104
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it was written by Francis, or, that the people impolled
Francis to write it as a Rule observance of whicn would
lead to the more perfect Christian life. But Francis
was not thinking of instituting a Third Order, which
is more the actual outcome than the purpose of St.
Francis. All in his mind was the advancement and
expansion of the kingdom of God of which the friars
75
were the apostles. What is more important is that
there did exist a society that was drawn together by
76
a later rule instituted by the church in 1228, giving
formal recognition and direction to their informal
group, which was existing outside the Rule of the
Friars. It was essentially the popular acceptance of
Jj
Francis' message; the result of the brother^ preaching I
77
;j
and example; and, was never meant to be an Order.
There is no denying its existence, however, for as it
grew it became a strong force for social betterment.
Dubois 3ays, that those who lived under the bounds of
this group were forbidden to carry arms, and to take
oaths; they we re to exist with as little as possible
and to distribute their wealth to a common fund, and,
jj
to make their wills within three months after admission
j!
to the group. It was these four articles that made the
75. Cuthber t
,
3FA, 326-27.
76. Ibid.
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group such a fores for social reform, when viewed from
their effect on the needs and evils of the times. The
prohibition of bearing arms and of swearing oaths put
a stop to the abuses which the Lords and barons heaped
on the serfs. The drawing up of a vail stopped the
practice of the lords that allowed them to seize the
property of a serf who died intestate. The contri-
bution to a common fund bound all the Penitents to-
gether in a fellowship of Christian love and charity.
This Third Order existed as an organization to foster
the Christian spirit of justice to all, of charity of
the rich for the poor, and of patience and contentment !
in the poor themselves.
ij
That Francis did not attack the social pr in-
|i
ciples and institutions of the time, is clearly shown
jj
in his teaching for this group outside the pale of the 1
religious disciples. This after all is the group which!
he was most concerned in impressing with a more
Christian life and it never entered his mind that the
reform was to be any thing but an individual or personal
||
reform. So he accepted landowners and merchants, lords :
and barons, as well as serfs and laborers into this
fellowship, and, never asked them to distribute all
78. Dubois, SFASH, 52-54
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their goods and possessions. In fact, the rule of
making a will shows that he was willing to recognize
the institution of property as well as the rights
entailed in the possession of it. He always recognized
and exhorted his brethren to recognize the lords as
79
their masters. And he fully recognized the value and
use of money when he instructed these "followers in
the world," to contribute one denier each month to the
80
common fund. Dubois say a
,
that though he never
dreamed of changing the existing social order, he did
see the evils that existed, -the injustice, the greed,
the hatred, and the strife, which agitated society,
but i n st incti ve ly he ascribed these faults to the per-
version of the human heart and so it was the individual
81
that he tried to reform.
Thus this order includes, says Sabatier, every-
one who was free at heart from material servitude,
everyone who should denounce hoarding and avarice,
every rich man who was willing to work and to distri-
bute all he did not need to the common fund, every
poor man who was willing to wo rk and who did not mind
82
resorting to this common fund for sustenance.
The group was not without a loyal following.
79. Th e. Three Companions
, If II
,
n. 58.
80. DuFois, SFa'SH, 187-88.
81. Ibid
. ,
188.
82. Sabatier, DSFA, 156.
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Cuthbert reports two noble followers as examples of the
vast influence this movement had, Lord Orlando and
Aady ttiacoraa, who though unable to part with their
possessions, nevertheless, showed great charity to
the poor, and exercised their rights of property with
justice toward others, v/ith peace for their neighbors
and without personal avarice. All of which is com-
patible with Francis* teaching on the stewardship
83
of property, held for the common good. Sabatier,
also makes a report of a man who is the example of the
force by which these social teachings took the general
jj
pub lie
.
. !|
A native of a little city of i'uscany he ( Lueche sic jj-
quitted it to avoid its political enmities, and
established himself at Poggibonsi, not far from
Sienna, where he continued to trade in grain.
Already rich, it was not difficult for him to buy |!
up all the wheat, and, selling it in a time of
scarcity, realize enormous profits. But soon
overcome by Francis’ preaching, he took himself
to task, distributed all his superfluity to the
poor, and kept nothing but his house with a small
j
garden and one ass,
Ji*rom that time he was to be seen devoting him-
self to the cultivation of this bit of ground,
and making of his house a sort of hostelry whither
the poor and the sick came in swarms. He not only I:
welcomed them, but he sou^it them out, even to the
|
!
amlaria-inf ec ted idaremma, often returning with a
!|
sick man astride on his back and preceded by his
j)
ass bearing a similar burden. fihe resources of
the garden were necessarily limited; when there
was no other way , Lucchesio took a wallet and went j
from door to door asking alms, but most of the
83. Cuthbert, SPA, 325
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time this was needless, for his poor guests,
seeing him so diligent and so good, were better
satisfied with a few poor vegetables from the
garden shared with him than the most copious
repast. In the presence of their benefactor, so ij
joyful in his destitution, they forgot their own
jj
poverty, and the habitual murmurs of these wretches!
were transformed into outbursts of admiration
and gra ti tude
. .
. 8^
Thus the order found in those unable to comply
with the Rule of the friars, and unable to completely
jj
divert their desires from worldly connections, men
who would fo 1 1 ow the Gospel with its examples and
counsels as closely as possible,
I!
...to do with joy the duties of their calling; to
,|
give a holy inspiration to the slightest actions;
to find in the infinitely little s of existence,
things apparently the most commonplace, parts of
j|
a divine work; to keep pure from all debasing
interest; to use things as not possessing them,
like the servants in the parable who would soon
have to give account of the talents confided to
them; to close their hearts to hatred, to open
them wide to the poor, the sick, to all abandoned
j|
ones, such were the duties of the Brothers and
Sisters of Penitence. 85
JS. Summary of Francis' Ideals.
ii
For Francis and his disciples, property had no
||
lure, nor power to entice them from their loyalty to
!
Christ and His teaching as interpreted by them. Pro-
perty was to be shunned as a hinderance that kept them
84. Sabatier, LSFA, 269-70
85. Sabatier, LSFA, 268.
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from a perfect imitation of Him. But there were the
physical wants to he met, and so the brothers were
granted the privilege of working and begging for v/hat
was needful, beyond that everything was barred. Then
too, there were others who for reasons beyond their
control could not follow the strict regulations of the
inner circle of brothers, for them Francis tempered
the harsher regulations but enjoined the limited use
of property for themselves, and the employment of
justice and mercy in that use, for he centered his
entire teaching on the fact that God was the Creator
and Possessor of all things, and so v/hat any man
deigned to call his own was really God's and was
therefore answerable to God for the use he made of that
property.
<
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CHAPTER VI
A COMPARISON OP THE IDEALS
The comparison of the ideals of private pro-
perty, developed in the lives and actions of these
two men, Augustine and Francis, remains to he made.
In the main, the two agree on the basic tenets
of their theories. Roth Francis and augustine
believe that all things are common by nature, and, both
give this theory the most important place in their
treatment of the theory of property. Augustine says,
"ya poor, the world is yours in canmon with the rich;
ye have not a house in common, but ye have the heaven
1
in common, the light in common." Francis says, "the
great Almsgiver hath in His abounding goodness granted
all things as alms unto the worthy and the unworthy
a
al ike . ”
i
|
I
ti
jj
The basis for this assumption is identical in
both Francis' and Augustine's theories. Francis felt
that since all things belong to God, they should be
held in common by those who have the use of them,
il
1. Sermon XXXV. 6, NPXJF.
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Blessed is the servant who gives up all his goods
to the bora God, for he who retains anything for
himself hides "his word's money" and "that which
he thinketh he hath shall he taken away from
him. " 3
Augustine believes, too, that in God's original plan
all things are common, for
"The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof."
The poor and the rich God made of one clay; the
same earth supports alike the poor and the rich. 4
Thus, to both of these men the common nature of all
possessions revolves around the conception that every-
thing belongs to God. This is important in both
ideals and colors the thought throughout the entire
development of their theories.
Francis and Augustine agree that the institu-
tion of property arose as the result of the sins of
man. It is quite possible that their deep sense of
personal guilt led them to emphasize sin as the con-
tributing cause of the fall of man and the rise of
conventional society. This distinction between the
natural and conventional states is more clearly drawn
by 3t. Augustine but is also implicit in the life and
actions of Traneis. Augustine says,
...original innocence, or, men's na tu ral state is
modified by sin. Is it not proved by his love of
3. Aobinson, W3FA, 15.
4. On the Gosp el of John
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ao many hurtful things, which produce gnawing
care s . . . hatre ds , frauds, ambition, e nvy .. .wi eke d-
ness... These are indeed crimes of wicked men,
yet they spring from that root of error and mis-
placed "love which is born in every son of Adam. 5 ;
Francis says
We ought to hate our bodies with their vices and
sins because the Lord says in the Gospel that all
vices and sins come forth from the heart... And
let us hold our bodies in dishonor and contempt
because through our fault we are all wretched and
corrupt. . .but mentally they serve the devil de-
ceived by him whose sons they are and whose works
they do. 6
They are clearly together on this point but Augustine 1
develops the point more fully and clearly by explaining,
?
that there was a time "when men were innocent” and
private property did not exist because it was not I
needed. However, "out of the natural lust, covetous-
I
ness, fear, and hate in men, their natures once inno-
8
cent were corrupted." Then, the institution of pro-
perty arose to reduce the contradictory claims of me n
j
to some order. While Francis holds this same view, it jl
is not directly stated, but nevertheless is an
integral part of his ideal.
The possession of property is to each of these
men not incongruous with his ideal, but both Francis
j
and Augustine, believed that property erects barriers
5. Cit£ of God, XXII: 22.
6. Le tter ‘"'to all the faithful, Robinson, WSFA, 101-104.
7. ^Qntra Adimant’ium
,
XX: 3. (Montgomery. HIT. )
8. m or iKus Eccles'i ae Gath plic ae 7 1:35. UPIJF.
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between themselves and God, and, between themselves
and other men. Francis says
... if we should have possessions we should need
arms to protect ourselves. For thence arise dis- j
putes, lawsuits, and for this cause the love of
God and our neighbor is wont oft times to be
hindered. 9
Augustine says, "All strife in the v/orld, wars, rebel-
lion, offenses, murder, injustice, comes concerning
10
what we individually possess," and so both men in
their personal lives and in the lives of their fol-
lowers demand that property be renounced and that the
things of this world be used moderately.
The motive behind the renunciation was different;
for each,- for Francis
wh i c h me an t 1 ih e r ty f
o
retreat from the cares
renunciation for both,
ation to Francis meant
Poverty
it was
r s e rvi
c
of the
Oomple
the emb
an imitation of Christ,
e, for Augustine, it was
v/orld, but still it was
te and positive renunci- '<
;;
racing of his Lady
that celestial virtue whereby all earthly things
and transitory things are trodden under foot and
every barrier is removed which might hinder the
soul from freely uniting itself to the eternal
God. 11
With Francis,
but rather by
private property is not directly treated
praising of poverty, he indirectly li
'I
9. The ih re e Gompa nion s
,
ATC,
10. hnarra ti o
n
~of Psalm^QAAXI
:
11. li ttle PlowjTrs, XIII.
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strikes at the vary root of the ins ti tution. Augustine
treats the matter more objectively, even though he
attempts to renounce the world in his personal life,
and enjoins his clergy to follow the same practice.
He does approach Francis' position, however, when he
say s
,
Who are the least of Christ? They are those who
have left all they had, and followed him, and
have distributed whatever they had to the. poor;
that unencumbered and without any worldly fetter
they might serve God, and might lift their
shoulders free from the burdens of the world. 12
In both of the theories, then, this renunciation of
property was merely for those who were able to make
this sacrifice. It was only a counsel of perfection
for those who were to be the apostles of the kingdom
of God. Under Augustine, these were his clergy, and,
under Francis, were his Friars and Poor Sisters.
The institution of property as such was not
condemned by either Francis or Augustine. Treating
the problem as to its existence and the lawfulness
of that existence, Augustine says,
Have I said that a man should possess naught? If
he is able, if perfection requires this of him,
let him not possess. If hindered by any neces-
sity he is not able, let him possess, not be
possessed; let him hold not be held; let him be
the lord of his possessions, not the slave. 13
12. Sermon LXIII 1., HPUF. - LXIIIsl., UPUF.
13. Sermon LXXV: ?.
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and Francis speaking on the lawful rights of property
to his friars enjoins them not
... to think scorn of them that live delicately
and are clad proudly in superfluous bravery, for
j|
that our God is their Lord also, able to call
them unto Himself, and having called to justify
them. ..the brethren should reverence such (men)
as brothers, and their lords, being created
by one Creator, and lords, in as much as they did !!
help the good to work repentance, ministering
unto them the things needful for the body. 14=
From this comparison it may be seen that neither
Francis nor Augustine attacked the existing social
institutions as the things to be reformed, but that
both agreed that the cause of all the trouble and
worry in the world is to be found in the individual,
hence their theories center around the reform of the
individual attitude of possession. For, says,
Augu sti ne:
It is one thing to be rich, another to wish to
become rich... In the Scripture, it is covetous-
ness that is condemned, not gold, nor silver, nor
|j
riches, but covetousness. 15
Francis speaks in similar terms, saying "where there isi
16 |
poverty and joy there is neither cupidity nor avarice"
and "Holy poverty confounds cupidity and avarice and
1?
the cares of the world." It is in this manner that
he affinns that avarice, greed, and other sentiments
are misdirected desires and that property must be
1 4. ,JL‘k9 ihree Companions
.
LTC
,
n. 58.
15. Sermon XI: 10.
,
10?W,
16. Hobinson, WSFA, 19.
17. Ibid., 21.
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18
cared for "no more than the dust we tread under foot."
A moderate use of the things of this world is of I
prime importance to both of these man. i'he right of
possession is governed by the use vdiich is made of the
property that is held. Here again the principle of
Divine ownership definitely influenced Francis' theory.
Under the ideal that all things belong to God, no
man can claim anything as being "his" because it be-
longs to all and is as much the other man's property.
Francis' rules for the friars concerning the use they
are to make of property and the rules for the Penitents
especially the one requiring regular contributions to
a common fund, and the fact that Francis was willing
to accept landowners, barons, and lords into this
group, show that he was willing to recognize the in-
stitution of property and the rights inherent in its
possession, but only, of course, when there were
definite limits on the use to which those possessions
were put. Likewise, Augustine recognized that the
rights of possession were subject to the use made of
property. A man may enjoy property as long as he is
willing to recognize the common ownership of things,
for "not only is he covetous, who plunders the goods of
18. The Three Companions, LTC, n. 25.
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others; but he is covetous too, who greedily keeps his
19
own," and as long as his enjoyment is not the sole
intention of possession.
It has been pointed out in the preceding
chapters that the underlying principle of the common
possession of all things was put into practice by
Augustine and by Francis. It has been considered how
it effected their own lives and actions. How it by
translation to a guiding conviction led them to in-
sist similarly on the renunciation of property as a
discipline that led to perfection; to exhort the use
of what was needful and the distribution of the rest
to the poor; and, to remain undyingly loyal to their
ideals. It has been pointed out too how this principli
effected the lives of their followers because of the
similar way in which they insisted on labor as a
restraint on idleness and as an effectual remedy for
imposition on society; the way in which they incul-
cated love as the guiding principle and chief determi-
nant in all dealings; their denouncing of avarice and
hoarding as evils to be cast off; and the singular joy
that they claimed was to be found in embracing their
ideal of the Christian life.
19. Sermon LVII: 4., UP HP.
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There is one point that Augustine diverges
from the actual agreement with Francis. He claims
that private property is the creation of the state.
Property was originally begun by the state as a means
of restraining man's evil desires. This distinction
was never in Francis 1 mind as it is far too compli-
cated a system for the simple Saint whose only desire
was to be free from worldly cares that he might more
perfectly align himself with God. Both Francis and
Augustine attempted to justify the Church's position
as a property holder. The means they used were
different. Augustine says, that the Church was the
20
earthly manifestation of the "city of heaven" exist-
ing on this earth with all the principles of the
natural state, and, thus, in order to maintain itself
against the evil intentions of man it must makie com-
promise with the institutions of the "earthly city,"
but o nly such as do not destroy the essential prin-
ciples of the original, natural state. The Church
then is the manifestation of God's will on earth and
as such has a perfect right to hold property, since
the "earth is the Lord's" and being God's agent it
may share whatever is his. Francis' system was less
logical but nevertheless tenable. He maintained that
2°. City of God, XIX: 17. WAA.
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since the clergy had the administration of the Lord's
symbols everyone and everything was to he subject to
them.
While both Francis and ^ugustine agree, on the
necessity of labor as a discipline, they part ways on
the question of begging. rrancis says that if their
labors do not supply their needs, '*and if they be in
21
want, 1b t them seek for alms." Augustine differs
in practice with Francis. Augustine was set against
the regular mendicant monks of his day because of the
way in which they took advantage of the general
public. Indeed, in a charge to his congregation,
22
he says that they have become a nuisance. He
instituted labor as a device whereby his followers
would not be dependent upon charity and thus free
23
from the possible temptation of greed. Francis
saw this possibility, too, and legislated against
it by charging the brothers to "observe that saying of
24
the Holy Gospel 'lake no thought for the morrow.' and
explaining his motive by saying:
...I have never been a thief concerning alms, in
getting them or using them beyond necessity.
Always have l taken less than I needed, lest I
should defraud other poor people of their portion
for to do the contrary would have been theft.
21. i*10 l'h ree Companions
,
1IC, n. 51.
2 2. Hnarra ti on on Psalm^HLIX: 10, 11., HPfll*.
2 3. i)Q_ oper
e
konachoruin 1:8., HP 1JF
.
24. ilirror of~Perfe ction, XIX.
25. Ibid. 7 XII.
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While Francis and Augu stine agree in 30 many
ways, they differ in the reason in hack of their
theory and in the methods hy which they attempted to
realize the ideal. The reason in back of Francis'
theory was an attempt to observe the Holy Gospel,
more definite still, to imitate Jesus. Francis*
renunciation of property and his dramatic embracing
of poverty was made as an attempt to return to
apostolic conditions, voicing a protest against and
suggesting a remedy for contemporary evils in the
Church. Augustine's theory differs in that while it
was essentially in accord with Christ's teachings, it
did not have the fervor of Francis' teachings, arid was
not a conscious imitation of Christ, but more a repro-
duction of the Church's stand. Augustine was
interested merely in setting up a logical system
whereby men might live more in accordance wi th God's
pla n.
It has been seen that the methods employed by
Francis for the realization of his ideal, were all
subordinated to living example. Celano aptly defines
this attitude when he says, "he made a tongue of his
26
whole body." By this method Francis hoped to make
26. I Celano, n. 29
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faith and love "become operative in his own life and
the lives of his followers. Property had no lure for
them and could not entice them from loyalty to Christ
and His teaching. By this same method, he says there
are more things in this life that are above and beyond
27
the "false riches" of earth. Because he had not
arbitrarily set standards but had first learned and
tempered them by actual testing in his own life he
could call men to task who deviated from his ideal.
Francis was not an organizer but was equal to the
task of keeping the group faithful to his ideal by
the very force of his zeal and personality. The re-
turn to Apostolic poverty, and the force of personal
example established the Frairs as apostles of the
kingdom of God. By their lives and actions, the
Franciscan ideal was realized in the Third order, which
originally was not much more than a group of reborn
laymen consecrated to a more Christ-like life.
Augustine's methods were not as spectacular, nor as
successful in the realization of his ideal. For un-
like Francis, his was not a definite campaign against
the evils of the day. It was not even the concerted
effort for individual reform that Francis' movement
2 7. II Celano, n. 72
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was. It was merely the efforts of a bishop of the
Christian church to apply the principles that -would
make his congregation live in peace with each other.
But while they differ in reason and method,
they agree on the goal toward which all Christian
life must be aimed, which Augustine so aptly expresses
in the City of Cod:
...the children of grace, the citizens of the
free city, dwell together in everlasting peace,
in which self-love and self-will have no plaoe,
but a ministering love that rejoices in the
common joy of all, of many hearts made one,
secures a perfect concord. 28
and to which Francis adds:
And the spirit of the Lord shall rest upon all
those who do these things (Francis' ideal) and
who shall persevere to the end, and He shall
make His abode and dwelling in them, and they
shall be the children of the Heavenly Father
whose works they do, and they are the spouses,
brothers, and mothers of our Lord Jesus Christ. 9
28 . Ci ty of Cod
,
XV: 3., WAA.
29. Bobinso n7^V8i>‘A, 104. "Letter to all the Faithful."
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COmPREHEDSI VE DIGEST OP THE THESIS
Using the teachings of Jesus and the position
of the Church from the apostolic period to Augustine
as a background, the thesis progresses to a considera-
tion of the theory of property in the life and action
of each man, then to a development of their implied
ideals, and from thence to a comparison.
It is found that Augustine develops two classes
of Christians; those who have elected the more perfect
way of renunciation of worldly bonds and those who,
unable by necessity to choose the perfect way, may
yet inherit the kingdom by the proper use of posses-
sions; by suppression of the evil desires of m n, and
by a free distribution of all that is possessed.
Prancis also develops two classes of Christians
in his theory; those, wh o by the absolute renunciation
of the world and its property, have elected the way of
perfection. Those who, tied by bonds to the world, can
yet serve their Creator by limited use of the things
of the world, -the employment of justice and mercy in
all dealings.
In comparing the two it has been found that in
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most of the basic points Augustine and Francis agreed.
I'he underlying concept in both is that of the Divine
ownership of all things and hence the common rights
of possession. The main differences in the two ideals
lie in the reason behind the theories, and the methods
employed in realizing the ideal. i'he goal of both men
is similar in that each man is seeking to lead his
group of followers to a life that includes all the
principles for which Christ lived and died. It is a
Christian goal that leads men into a full life of
love and service,- love of cod and service to man.
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